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Joyce Snyder, '61 Leaves Lesley

Cover Photo: Joyce Marshall Snyder, '61, shown here with Sheryl Bono, Data Processing Coordinator and Mary Norberg, Secretary, in the new Alumni Office on the second floor of the Administration Building, has resigned her position as Director of Alumni Programs to accept a position at Northeastern University as Associate Director of Alumni Annual Giving. The College is now searching for someone to fill the position on a permanent basis. Anyone who would be interested in working here at Lesley in that capacity should contact Donald Milton, Vice President for Public Affairs, Lesley College, 29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02238. The next issue of The Current will carry a full article on Ms. Snyder's career at Lesley.

"Remember the Ladies"

A limited number of copies of "Remember the Ladies," a stunning, full-color 172-page record in photographs and text of the permanent "Remember the Ladies" display in the Lesley College Library are available to the "Ladies of Lesley" who contribute $70 or multiples of that number to the Annual Alumni Fund in this anniversary year. These contributors will be known as Anniversary Associates.

Contributions should be made payable to Lesley College and mailed to the Lesley College Annual Fund, 29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02238.
1977 — 1978
Annual Fund Report

Message from Don A. Orton

It is with great pleasure that I share with members of the Lesley Community — alumni, parents, and friends, — the final report of our 1977-78 Annual Fund Program. Through your combined generosity, Lesley College received 1,874 gifts totaling $195,244.48. This support represents a financial increase of $50,753.00 over our all-time high figures of last year and has produced the highest dollar total in the 15-year history of Lesley's Annual Giving program.

Annual Fund dollars are an investment in Lesley’s capacity for growth and in its reputation as a high-quality independent college for the preparation of teachers and those interested in working with children. On behalf of Lesley College, thank you for your investment and generosity.
Message from Lorraine Shapiro, National Chairperson, Alumni Annual Fund 1977-78.

I am pleased to report the continued rise of the Alumni Annual Fund. The 1977-78 total is $42,528.00 contributed as a result of 1,614 alumni gifts. It is gratifying to note that 358 alumni made "new" gifts to the college and that 315 alumni increased their support for a total of $12,201.00.

We alumni form the largest body to which the college can turn for support. We share the experience of excellence in the education of women and the responsibility for providing the financial resources that will enable Lesley College to remain a leader in the field of education. For most of us, the Alumni Annual Fund is the avenue through which we can watch our investments grow and mature.

Naturally, as chairperson for the coming year, I am looking forward to increased support from our ever growing alumni population.

CAPITAL GIFTS 1977-1978
Linda Kane Edgar '62
Jean Ann Heide '66
Doris Hozid Kremsky '55
Elaine Kleinbart Liebesman '69
Mary O'Brien Moylan '51
Sheila Kearns O'Reilly '63
Dolores Glasser Orkin '63
Jane Carey Pons '68
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Donna Chickering Summerville '53
Natalie Waldman '57
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin H. Laine (Janet Kaplan '61)
C. Charles Marran
William Holzman P'67
Mrs. Rebecca Kaplan P'61
Milton L. Rosenthal P'74
The E.O. and R.H. Freund Foundation
The Merck Company Foundation

1977-78 ANNUAL FUND REPORT
TOP TEN CLASSES
Percent of Participation $ Raised

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$ Raised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>5,007.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>1,990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1,322.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1,310.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1,260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1,190.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1,190.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1,177.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1,175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1,065.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPRING 1978
DIALATHON VOLUNTEERS

ALUMNI
Marilyn Salz Bernheimer '63
Barbara Winick Borke '58
Frances M. Cronin '31
Susan Wilcox Etelman '63
Diane Labell Feinzig '58
Joan Blake Gay '77H
Diane Sharp Hadelman '60
Marilyn Saltz Bernheimer '63
Virginia Maloney '65
Eileen MacElarney '53
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Joan Blume Heseltine '49
Pamela Jane Sandler '77
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Joanna Malva '49
Catherine Irwin Michael '75G
Diane Sharp Hadelman '60
Sally Greer Galway '62
Tami Townsend '79
Joyce Rapoport '78
Kathiann Mullenmeister '80
Karen Anne Mullenmeister '80
Barbara Starr Schilling '50
Ann Cleveland Lange '59
Joan Blake Gay, Honorary
Mary E. Grassi '74
Margery Kahn Henzi '70
May E. Hogan '76
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
Margery Kahn Henzi '70
Mary E. Hogan '76
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
Ann Cleveland Lange '59
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Joanna Malva '49
Catherine Irwin Michael '75G
Tami Townsend '79
Joyce Rapoport '78
Sally Leavell '80
Karen Ehrlich '80
Joan Blake Gay, Honorary
Mary E. Grassi '74
Margery Kahn Henzi '70
May E. Hogan '76
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
Ann Cleveland Lange '59
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Joanna Malva '49
Catherine Irwin Michael '75G
Vicki Frischer Novick '74G
Vicki Frischer Novick '74G
May E. Hogan '76
William C. McConnell Jr.
Robert W. Fawcett
Arthur E. Corey P'80
Fund,
Spring 1978
Recognizes donors of gifts of $500-$999 to the College.
Rosalyne Heifetz Abrams '67
Ellen Green Bloch '61
Nelson S. Burbank P'77
George S. Chase P'78
Linda Wilson Clyde '76
Samuel S. Dennis, III
Risa Welt Grossman '67
Charles H. Hood
Arthur A. Loebel
Charlotte F. Rabb
Selma Freede Rudolph '41
Catherine N. Stratton
John D. Williams P'79

WOLFGARD ASSOCIATES
Recognizes donors of $250-$499 to the College.
Eugene Copcock
Brumbaugh '29
Elizabeth Cullinan '70
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan '48
Catherine P. Welch '53

CENTURY CLUB
Recognizes donors of $100-$249 to the College.
Julius Abrams
Maurice Balc P'62
Robert W. Beecher P'78
Joan F. Bishop
H. Gardner Bradlee
Robert H. Cain
Logan Clarke, Jr.
Arthur J. Connell
Norman E. Dee
William P. Dole
Henry R. Lasman P'80
John H. Dyer
Joseph M. Edinson
Andrew W. Edmonds
David B. Ewing P'77
Judith Kammler Emerson '63
Jane Caffrey Fawcett '48
Diane Labell Feinzig '58
Mary Greene Freeman '29
Polly Munsroe Furhush '55
Sally Greer Galway '62
Robert L. Gelman P'78
Andrea Pooler Glovsky '67
Comfort Gilder Gordinier '65
Ira B. Gordon P'78
Tamaras Bloom Gould '59
Beryl Downs Graff '36
Susan Pearl Grausman '67
Dorothy Adams Hennessy '28
Stuart E. Hertzberg P'74
May E. Hogan '26
Donna Tufis Hopkins '52
Thomas M. Faron
Frederick Melville Hyland '33
Arleen Liner Jacobs '64
Rosalie Podrachik Katz '58
Eleanor LaPlante Kehe '50
Elizabeth Klineham '65G
Gertrude Jennings LaFrenz '34
Bety Landrum
Ann Cleveland Lange '59
Henry R. Lasman P'80
Daniel A. Leone P'79
Robert D. Lewis
Winifred M. Linehan '55
Emmy N. Littlefield
Andrews S. Macalaster
Eileen MacElarney '56G
Paul D. Magee P'66
Jane Finberg Mandall '64
Katherine Knowlton Manley '25
Donald L. McGee P'76
Barbara Stilwell Meigh '57
Mary McCarron Mead '23
Kathryn G. Morgenthaler
Nancy Morrison '53
Doris Kimball Newman '31
Alexander H. O'Neal, Jr. P'78
Leslie Feuer Orton '70
Agnes Lane Parker '67G
Joseph S. Parker P'79
Margaret Eisen P'76G
Elizabeth Morlan Polachi '50
Jane Carey Post '53
Evelyn Neff Provenzani '27
Winifred M. Randall '23
Edith Gottschalk Resler '29
Harvey A. Robbins P'72
Amy Steller Robinson '63
Dorothy Saltgaver Russ '52
Marjorie Swartz Salmon '54
Helaine Finkel Saperstein '62
Barbara Barron Schilling '50
Marjorie Truesdale Servis '29
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Sue Kerstein Sherman '65
Walker D. Silcox
Harry D. Solomon P'72
Milton Solomon P'81
Ernest F. Stockwell, Jr.
Joan Lubow Stone '64
Denise Galvin Swan '67
Varnum Taylor
Elizabeth Thomas '31
John G. Tucker
C. Vincent Vappi
Jean T. Weaver
Mary Kuhn Weber '68
Diane Nassau Weiss '64
Donald B. Wilson
Wendie Eisen Weismann '70
Elizabeth Wroe Wright '29
Rosamond O'Neil Wyman '40
Gladyss Pollet Young '26

HALF-CENTURY CLUB
Recognizes donors of $50-$99 to the College.
Mary C. Bichler Abramowitz '40
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan '48
Catherine P. Welch '53

SPRING 1978
DIALATHON VOLUNTEERS

ALUMNI
Maida S. Abrams '76G
Mary Felton Barulich '49
Elaine Bernstein Berman '68
Judith Contrucci '76G
Claire O'Brien Driscoll '37
Margaret Eisen '56G
Diane Labell Feinzig '58
Molly Lichter Feldman '70 & '66G
Mildred Billings Clark ’34
Carol Webber Cook ’58
John J. Cuadrado P’79
Arline Rich Davis ’53
Roberta Pelley deGozzaldi ’48
Irene Pearson Doughy
Claire O’Brien Driscoll ’37
Harriet Seigal Dubin ’51
Susana Spencer Dworkin ’70
Dorothy Fraebner Earle ’67
Susan Spencer Dworkin ’70
Dorothy Frampton Earle ’72
Susan Spencer Dworkin ’70
Claire O’Brien Driscoll ’37
Irene Pearson Doughty
Roberta Pelley deGozzaldi ’48
Janice Kimball Lyons ’53
Nancy Rosenthal Lamer ’65
Jean Rogers Kenerson ’45
William Holzman P’67
Robert C. Hodgkins P’79
Elizabeth Arnold Haynes ’25
Peggyann Evans Hams ’61
Ruth Spritz Grossman ’68
Mary Elizabeth Grassi ’74
Phyllis March Gladde ’31
Sheilah Treuhaft Ashley ’63
Jane Aibel ’75
Doris Dimery Amos ’42
Susan Duffy Anderson ’66
Sheilah Treuhaft Ashley ’63
Ellen Herwitt Atkins ’67
Jane McGlennon Atkins ’76
Dorothy Allison Clayton ’27
Edwin B. Coghill P’68
Mary Giblin Cogswell ’55
Barbara Cohen ’66
Susan Baker Cohen ’76
Ruth Judlow Collier ’62
Patricia Belisonos Comiskey ’74
Judith Construcci ’76
Lois S. Cooper ’74
Julia Flanagan Corbett ’32
Margaret Rich Corson ’16
Fredrika Van Vleck Cox ’58
Frances M. Cronin ’31
Pauline Berry Crosby ’26
Ella May Purinton Curtis ’35
Emily L. Dawley ’28
Martha Silva Deering ’28
Catherine Devane ’26
CharlotteMcKoenDeVo ‘64
Jean McDonald Diemert ’68
Helen Clark Dinjian ’31
Mary Bonzagni Ditto ’36
Mary Shearan Donohoe ’24
Virginia Lois Dorne ’69
Jean Schulum Dougian ’71
Cyril W. Downs P’78
Golda Siegel Doyle ’61
Jan Sorkin Dreiter ’61
Frances Conley Dunton ’30
Janis Krall Durfee ’53
Carole Orgel Einstein ’65
Herbert A. Epstein P’79
Joyce Levy Epstein ’63
Lora A. Evans ’74
Dorothy Dorsey Falk ’47
Molly Lichtler Feldman ’70
Phyllis Mishkin Fentin ’66
Joe M. Fernandez P’80
Jane Becker Fine ’67
Patricia Belisonzi Comiskey ’74
Ruth Judlow Collier ’62
Sheila Hoffmman Heller ’67
Karen Challen ’76
Ann Casey ’54
Dorothy Carver ’76
Sheila Holden Hemenway ’24
Sarah Greenblatt ’74
Thelma Gale Greene ’29
Carol Marie Gunning ’77
Diane Sharp Hemenway ’50
Betsy Drew McCullough ’71
Harriet Woodsum Hall ’36
Barbara Gould Hamer ’43
Mary Heath ’58
Jane McCarthy Heckler ’50
Sheila Andelman Heller ’67
Sheila Goodman Hollinger ’60
Mary Jean MacGregor
Margery Kahn Henzi ’70
Margaret Russell Heyer ’58
Lovisa Wells Hill ’64
Marion Smith Hilton ’33
Donald Hirst
Etta Hoffman ’65
Maureen T. Hogan ’76
Diann Eldredge Holland ’55
David D. Hoke
Paula Rozomosky Horn ’60
Shirley Spiegelman Horvitz ’61
Barbara Thompson Howey ’65
Madeleine Sedgwick Hubbard ’27
Linda Geller Hurwitz ’70
Sheila Foster Israel ’63
Elaine Kritz Jacobs ’59
Leslie S. Jolliffe P’79
Betty A. Johnson ’50
Jane Johnson ’54
Mary Webb Johnson ’52
Paula Harvey Johnson ’76
Christine Cannell Jones ’74
Katrina Keene Jones ’72
John P. Joyce
Beverly Siskind Kahn ’65
Linda Obanesian Kahn ’73
Anise Greenspan Kaplan ’72
Patricia Reiners Karl ’65
Ethel Brown Kerr ’32
Gertrude Dewire Keyes ’38
Jacqueline Goldwyn Kingon ’61
Joel S. Kirschbaum P’74
Ellen Smith Klein ’67
Janet Hesse Kophs ’64
Deborah Shapiro Kraft ’73
Jane Ansins Kudish ’62
Marie L. Linnan ’26
Laurence Lapp P’73
L. Susan Dallahan Lawless ’54
Lois Hanlon Lawless ’50
Carol Ann Foley Leary ’64
Eleanor Davenport Leathers ’31
Benjamin Lederman P’71
Nathalie M. Legg ’37
Meredith Blake Leonard ’75
Caroline Delourey Lequin ’74
Linda Shamrock Lerner ’65
Phyllis Block Levinthal ’53
Fern Levine ’69
Phyllis Ann Weinberg Levy ’64
Diane Schaffer Lewis ’64
Laura Berman Lieberman ’50
Barbara Yarlott Liepmann ’58
Shirley Marchant Lindgren ’51
1980
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur E. Carey
Dr. & Mrs. Jose M. Fernandez
Dr. & Mrs. Jose R. Fumero
Mr. & Mrs. Henry R. Lasman
Mr. Morris Rosenbaum
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Schoem

1981
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Lombard
Mr. & Mrs. Milton Solomon

PARENTS OF GRADUATED STUDENTS
1977
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson S. Burbank
Mr. & Mrs. Victor F. Clark
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Einstein
Mr. & Mrs. Frank M. McGowan, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Schwartz

1976
Mr. Donald J. McGee
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Sepinuck

1974
Dr. & Mrs. William Abesh
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Hertzberg
Mr. & Mrs. Joel S. Kirschenbaum

1973
Mr. & Mrs. K. Richard Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Lapp
Mr. & Mrs. Murray K. Roth

1972
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey A. Robbins
Mr. & Mrs. Harry D. Solomon

1971
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Lederman
Mr. & Mrs. Sterling A. Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Morton Wolman

1970
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Greenberg
Mr. & Mrs. Sol Salka

1969
Mr. & Mrs. Jack T. Schwartz

1968
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin B. Coghlin
Mr. & Mrs. John W. McDermott

1967
Mr. & Mrs. William Holzman
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Rogoff

1966
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin H. Fine
Mr. & Mrs. Myer Gootkin
Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Magee

1965
Mr. & Mrs. Irving Tribor

1964
Mrs. Henry S. Wells

1962
Mr. & Mrs. Maurice E. Bale

1961
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Hruska
Mrs. Bernard Kaplan
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph L. Rose

ALUMNI BY CLASS
1913-1922 — 33%
Average Gift: $13.74
Agent: Adele Gruner
Charlotte Fish Glancy '13
Martha Bonsall Reece '14
Annalikis McCafferty '15
Margaret Corson '15
Gladys Heroy Griffin '17
Dorothy Williams
Batchelder '18
Agnes Welch Feeny '18
Mary E. Kiroy '18
Helen Colley LaGrenade '18
Evangeline Given Piper '18
 Mildred Evans '19
Marion MacLaughlin Yost '19
Blanche Lewis Freelander '20
Mariam Nelson '20
Helen Cutter Laing '21
Jean Lamont '21
Hazel Ross '21
Marion Allen Folger '22
Mary E. Powers '22

1923 — 24%
Average Gift: $19.38
Agent: Margaret Carroll Sampson
Madeline McDonald
Alice M. Flynn
Helen O'Malley Jackman
Charlotte Berger Oppenheim
Elizabeth Joy Rasmussen
Margaret Carroll Sampson
Pauline Davenport Sawyer
Margaret Lyons Smith

1924 — 25%
Average Gift: $51.92
Agent: Helen Manning McWalter
Edith Hulten Bibbins
Ruth F. Boland
Elizabeth Bishop Fisk Brand
Bernice Dodge
Loretto G. Dolan
Mary Shearman Donohoe
Gertrude Galvin
Mary Jean MacGregor
Hemenway
Mildred Crowell Gibbs Heverly
Marguerite Rich Kuhn
Helen Manning McWalter
Doris Brinton Repeto
Dorothy Moulton Vickers

1925 — 34%
Average Gift: $22.19
Agent: Greta Becker Sauer
Marion Bickell
Bessie Brown Bliven
Sara Rubin Cohen
Mildred O'Neil Crowley
Emily Priest Derby

Marian S. Durrell
Mary K. Fitzgerald
Florence E. Foley
Elizabeth Arnold Haynes
Hazel Mannion Herlihy
Edith H. Howlett
Theresa C. Lally
Katherine Knowlton Manley
Doris Kaullback Mason
Mary Welsh Mathieson
Mary Elizabeth Alsop
McClanaha
Mary McCarron Mead
Dora Truesdale Reserve
Margaret Carney Murphy
Janet Prince Schultz
Miriam F. York

1926 — 45%
Average Gift: $26.44
Agent: May Hogan
Mildred Capodieci Barberio
Eleanor Stedman Berry
Helen Fitzgerald Callahan
Thelma Freeman Cary
Margaret Davis Cobb
Pauline Berry Crosby
Dorothy Cushing
Catherine Devane
Kathleen Macbeth Dowd
Mary F. Henry
Adah Lassone Hill
May E. Hogan
Helen Ewing Holmes
Ruth Trefethen Humphrey
Madeline M. Lannin
Evelyn McAllister MacDonald
Margaret G. MacDonald
Nora Mullarkey
Katherine A. Murphy
Alice Byrne Murphy
Olave MacNeill Pollard
Adele Webster Sparkes
Dorothy Hatcher Ticehurst
Winnifred Simpson Worgan
Anonymous

1927 — 26%
Average Gift: $21.07
Agent: Dorothy Allison Clayton
Gail Sanford Gerdts Abbe
Dorothy Allison Clayton
Hazel Hewhali Flanders
Ela Swanson Galvin
Madeleine Sedgwick Hubbard
Constance Leonard
Eleanor Matthews Lucier
George H. MacGregor
Mildred Edmond Metcalf
Madine Colby Nute
Evelyn Neff Provenzani
Louise Adeline Blanchard Rice
Madeline Kelley Sanford
Constance Tenney

1928 — 37%
Average Gift: $26.20
Agent: Marjorie Davidson Blomquist
Margaret Mills Akin
Marjorie Davidson Dyer
Blomquist

Marian Neff Mayher
Helen Briggs Miller
Ethel Bailer Multzman
Rachel French Packard
Edith Gottschalk Reiner
Gertrude Sanborn Sands
Marjorie Truesdell Servis
Elizabeth Boynton Shumway
Ruth Collier Straight
Ruth Kelley Thompson
Elizabeth Wroe Wright

1929 — 39%
Average Gift: $38.38
Agent: Mary Greene Freeman
Anna Emerson Andrews
Priscilla Newell Barstow
Helen Mather Benjamin
Dorothy McCusker Brebbia
Lora Standish Brouhard
Isabelle Burke Brown
Eugene Coppock Brumbaugh
Irene Buck
Adele E. Busher
Beatrice Armstrong Chase
Catherine Crosby
Ethel Dinnen Cummings
Rachel Maher Davan
Ruth Howlett Duhig
Dorothy Moore Fitts
Mary Greene Freeman
Lily Hokenson Gannon
Thelma Gale Greene
Phoebe Hastings Hensel
Hazel Bourington Martin
Marion Neff Mayher
Helen Briggs Miller
Ethel Bailer Multzman
Rachel French Packard
Edith Gottschalk Reiner
Gertrude Sanborn Sands
Marjorie Truesdell Servis
Elizabeth Boynton Shumway
Ruth Collier Straight
Ruth Kelley Thompson
Elizabeth Wroe Wright

1930 — 47%
Average Gift: $15.10
Agent: Frances Pearl Schaffer
Virginia Saunders Allison
Eleanor Lucy Bell
Frances Snider Birenbaum
Madalene Crocker Boynton
Winifred Palmer Brachvogel
Jean Phinney Bristol
Marian Nichols Busa
Janice Grinnell Chace
Frances Conley Dunton  
Helen Orlando Foggia  
Evelyn Ford  
Bertha McConnell Foster  
Geraldine Hallard Graves  
Evelyn Winslow Hood  
Ruth Shenton Law  
Hannah Andrews Levison  
Cecilia McMichael McCann  
Edna R. Morrill  
Claire Haines Nevers  
Alfy Dearington Porter  
Frances Peart Schaffer  
Daisy M. Sears  
Alice D. Silvia  
Elizabeth Kirby Theissen  
Alice D. Silvia  
Francis Pearl Schaffer  
Alyse Dearington Porter  
Clare Haines Nevers  
Gladys Canfield Frost  
Jane Nagle Turley  
Catherine Moriarty Trafton  
Elizabeth Thomas  
Eva Snider Crane  
Beatrice Cruickshank Smith  
Alice Hagan Seabrook  
Alice Ramsdell Russell  
Ruth Hascall Pratt  
Alice Ramsdell Russell  
Alice Hagan Seabrook  
Beatrice Cruickshank Smith  
Eva Snider Talbot  
Elizabeth Thomas  
Catherine Moriarty Trafton  
Jane Nagle Turley  
Henrietta Becker Vernick  
1931 — 34%  
Average Gift: $27.38  
Agent: Doris Kimball Newman  
Helen Belcher Chase  
Frances M. Cronin  
Helen Clark Dinjina  
Alice Robertson Dolan  
Marjorie Hill Ford  
Gladys Canfield Frost  
Beatrice Grant Gellerson  
Jeanette Horne George  
Phyllis March Gladden  
Eleanor Davenport Leathers  
Doris Kimball Newman  
Isadora Micheline Oliphant  
Ruth Hascall Pratt  
Alice Ramsdell Russell  
Alice Hagan Seabrook  
Beatrice Cruickshank Smith  
Eva Snider Talbot  
Elizabeth Thomas  
Catherine Moriarty Trafton  
Jane Nagle Turley  
Henrietta Becker Vernick  
1932 — 18%  
Average Gift: $13.85  
Agent: Doris Johnson  
Mary Maloney Cawley  
Julia Whitaker Cole  
Julia Flanagan Corbett  
Kathryn Coffey Glennon  
Dorothy Potter Hawthorne  
Doris Johnson  
Gladys Shaw Morris  
Julia R. Pitchard  
Elizabeth Robbins Raffa  
Alma Burgess Rohdin  
Mary Doole Sarre  
Edna Stephenson Wintle  
Ethel Kerr  
1933 — 28%  
Average Gift: $20.62  
Agent: Marian Smith Hilton  
Elizabeth Barber  
Marion Barber Brooks  
Marguerite Rienstra Cleverly  
Charlotte Hopkins Cummings  
Barbara Ramsey Dudley  
Jeanette Davidson Eaton  
Marian Smith Hilton  
Gertrude Tierney Horman  
Gretchen Mellicke Hyland  
Jane Wason Linsao  
Clare Murphy McGrath  
Gertrude Guimond Morrison  
Pauline Regan Rodgers  
Ann McCusker Ryan  
Pearl Alpert Starr  
Martina Sullivan Swanson  
1934 — 28%  
Average Gift: $19.61  
Agent: Katherine Shelton Curtis  
Mildred Billings Clarke  
Marian Cohen Crown  
Katherine Shelton Curtis  
Kathleen Cail Dahliquist  
Jeanne Thayer Dunford  
Gertrude Jennings LaFrenz  
Phyllis Johnson Ledgard  
Thelma Rubin Leshner  
Norma Lowesamp  
Dorothea Masse  
Mary M. Reardon  
Helen MacKeillop Swindell  
Blanch Boucher Young  
1935 — 32%  
Average Gift: $28.00  
Agent: Irene Profoio Lherault  
Eleanor Cove Bergin  
Helen King Bodmer  
Ada Laurie Bryant  
Barbara D. Buchanan  
Elizabeth Mason Carlisle  
Alice Goodrich Clark  
Ella May Purington Curtis  
Doris Hartwell Granger  
Constance Miller Grossman  
Eleanor Twitchett Gustafson  
Irene Profoio Lherault  
Ethel MacLean MacKenzie  
Marjorie Gay Ray  
Marian Peasee Turner  
1936 — 38%  
Average Gift: $26.31  
Agent: Helena Cavanaugh Austin  
Helen Cavanaugh Austin  
Katherine Stoddard Berg  
Margorie Grout Cummings  
Mary Bonzagni Ditto  
Laurieette Emerson  
Ruth Breen Gagnon  
Beryl Downs Graff  
Harriet Woodsum Hall  
Dorothy Pfeiffer Marshall  
Alice Maguire O'Sullivan  
Bessie Grinnell O'Toole  
Elizabeth Bell Rill  
Mary Turner Russell  
Janet Brown Svenson  
Jean McMann Taylor  
Dorothy Lacy Throenesen  
Frances Ward Smith Wellbus  
Doris Raefle Weir  
Norene Joses Whitter  
1937 — 31%  
Average Gift: $18.00  
Agent: Claire O'Brien Driscoll  
Pauline Buck  
Anne Scribner Crane  
Claire O'Brien Driscoll  
Helen Keating Guerrete  
Rita Keleher Hoskinson  
Angeline Panesis Keith  
Natalie Legg  
Constance Rizzo Russo  
Gladys Tourtillot Sundell  
1938 — 20%  
Average Gift: $12.14  
Agent: Margaret Mulligan Fulton  
Elia Smith Donovan  
Margaret Mulligan Fulton  
Gertrude Dewire Keyses  
Muriel Scott Barber Knibb  
Anna Macone  
Mabel L. Phinney  
Nancy True Sears  
1939 — 45%  
Average Gift: $9.80  
Agent: Dorothy Grube Pratt  
Myrtle Pierce Ailenback  
Barbara Brown Austin  
Jane Dubon Benson  
Helene Sossen Freeman  
Ruth Taylor Leighton  
Ruth Hickey McAlcer  
Beryl Rolfe McClary  
Arlene McLaren  
Eileen O'Leary O'Loughlin  
Dorothy Gemma Rowe  
Marjorie Green Stern  
Mary Elizabeth King Stevens  
Mary Mme Stubbs  
Anna Olson Watson  
Marion Hutton Weil  
1940 — 37%  
Average Gift: $94.46  
Agent: Rosamond O'Neil Wyman  
Barbara Mitchell Howard  
Mildred Woiger Howlett  
Adeline Brewitt Liberator  
Ruth Robinson London  
Helen Sharry McSweeney  
Doris Treadwell Merritt  
Priscilla Emerson Morrill  
Lucile K. Moseley  
Katherine Walsh Murphy  
Janet Rutherford Sherwin  
Jeanette Pederson Smith  
Judith Ashby White  
Lynette Bixby Winslow  
Rosamond O'Neil Wyman  
1941 — 26%  
Average Gift: $60.91  
Agent: Eileen Walsh Sheehan  
Barbara Alkon Feinberg  
Carol Nadenson Garin  
Shirley Alkon Leventhal  
Selma Freede Rudolph  
Ruth Solomon Sager  
Esther McDonald Schmiederer  
Eileen Walsh Sheehan  
Phyllis Herring Smith  
Ann Roy Woodside  
Constance Hoven Zee  
Barbara Goodspeed Olsen  
1942 — 41%  
Average Gift: $26.92  
Agent: Irene Ruth Barber  
Doris Dimery Amos  
Irene Ruth Barber  
Amy Cunningham Bateman  
Edith Nilson Conti  
Dorotha Donahue  
Harriet Erskine  
Trudy Vernon Magid  
Jean Westcott Hawkes Meehan  
Carol Davidson Scheerens  
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro  
Ann Swenson Sharke  
Eleanor Shuttleworth Thomas  
Jeannette Gordon Ushman  
1943 — 54%  
Average Gift: $16.64  
Agent: Elaine Callahan Cavanaugh  
Anne C. Booth  
Elaine Callahan Cavanaugh  
Elizabeth Kelley Cook  
Barbara Gould Hamer  
Mary Louise Hood Harvey  
Jean Rogers Kenerson  
Alice Howard Menard  
Sabra Goddard Newberth  
Maria Putnam  
Frances Thomas Sammer  
Dorothy Cogswell Stack  
Coteen Steele VanVleck  
Nancy Noonan Wright  
Gertrude Alvin Schmidt  
1945 — 50%  
Average Gift: $10.00  
Agent: Corrine Weinstein Lamchick  
Eleanor Langley Barron  
Margery McCusker Flannery  
Helen Bohne Giffen  
Corrine Weinstein Lamchick  
Shirley Ann Conley Lubih  
1946 — 44%  
Average Gift: $22.85  
Agent: Sylvia Petlock Peartstein  
Jeanette Ropp Berger  
Ethel Durrie Berghius  
Marilyn Chambers Hart  
Shirley Canning McGowan  
Sylvia Petlock Peartstein  
Marilyn Louise Suter Six  
Selma Touber
1947 — 30%
Average Gift: $17.14
Agent: Gloria Carpenter
Chicarelli
Betty Rouch Brensinger
Dorothy Dorsey Falk
Eleanor Reiner Harris
Eleanor Morgenstein Lachen
Diane Yost Mason
Mary Shepard Parrtridge
Claire Goldberg Weiner

1948 — 23%
Average Gift: $75.98
Agent: Roberta Pelley Degozzaldi
Jean Peckham Clark
Roberta Pelley Degozzaldi
Pauline Cloutier Eaton
Jane Caffrey Favrot
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan
Marjorie Small Kennedy
Winifred Randall
Sally Foss Youmans Zink

1949 — 18%
Average Gift: $28.50
Agent: Mary Felton Baruffaldi
Sarah Adams
Jean MacKinnon Angostis
Norma Perkins Barrows
Mary Haley Barry
Roberta Tinkham Sibor Braley
Alice Coyle Henderson
Joquita Malva
Shirley Mishner Shriro

1950 — 52%
Average Gift: $21.89
Agent: Nancy Spathrito
Dorothy Black Annis
Ann Perkins Briggs
Enid Scott Olmsted Burke
Martha Gail Morris Callahan
Eleanor R. Casey
Patricia Cronin Collins
Edoardine Donovan Conway
Lucille Cunnane
Lois Coombs Delaney
Geraldine Robinson Flanagan
Elizabeth Corcoran Gehris
Miriam Choreray Geller
Lois Berk Grayson
Jane McCarthy Heckler
Betti Johnson
Eleanor LaPlante Kehoe
Lois Hanlon Lawless
Lucille Marcus
Lois Levine Mindell
Sally Parker
Elizabeth Moran Polachi
Jeanne Northridge Robson
Susan Linsley Roher
Barbara Barron Schilling
Nancy Squatrito
Elizabeth Snedeker Thompson
Natalie Crossland Trask
Edith Marr Vokey
Regina Winn

1951 — 42%
Average Gift: $20.45
Agent: Phyllis Rhein
Joyce Gomberg Aaron
Marjorie Behrens
Barbara Street Berry
Eleonore Pichee Berube
Priessilla Scanlan Boyle
Mary Ellen Brady
Jane Hastic Carleton
Harriet Seigal Dubin
Janet Bean Duncan
Barbara Lemay Gulla
Elizabeth Mahoney Henderson
Virginia Kelley
Joanne Springer Kirk
Shirley Marsh Krause
Sally McKay Libby
Shirley Marchant Lindgren
Bernice Rubin Loftus
Mary Byrne Lombard
Virginia Egan McCarthy
Ella Fure Nugent
Phyllis Brown Rhein
Norma Oppenheim Skoler

1952 — 30%
Average Gift: $22.38
Agent: Dorothy Miller Newton
Mary E. Brady
Eileen Ivons Coursey
Dorothy Shaw Cyr
Ethel Cutler Field
Audrey Furze
Brenda Gorye Garvin
Margery Heller Grunes
Constance Jeffrey Harris
Donna Tufts Hopkins
Lita Levy Kellerman
Judith Sanborn Levis
Edna Duchin Lipsit
Anna Struik Macchi
Paula Cullen McCoy
Dorothy Miller Newton
Roberta Grush Richardson
Catherine Yocum Roberts
Dorothy Ross
Doris Reynolds Tatham
Shirley E. Warren

1953 — 38%
Average Gift: $34.35
Agent: Ann Reagan Jase
Brenda Tudhope Adamczyk
Nancy Tremblay Bean
Dianne Butterfield Higgins Brosnan
Sylvia Cohen Brown
Margaret Barton Cook
Nancy Cotelem Cummings
Arline Rich Pheaton Davis
Janis Crall Durfee
Barbara Goldsmith Emple
Peggy Vincent Fisher
Nancy Bennett Frosettel
Helen Hawkins Hogan
Anne Marie Reagan Jase
Phyllis Block Leventhal
Barbara Conway Lubick
Janice Kimball Lyons
Eileen MacElarney
Mary Sanders McPherson
Nancy Morrison
Barbara Malone Nadley
Lorraine Palmacci O’Brien
Patricia Magner Reardon
Norma Bennett Reinhold
Ellen Sears Sansone
Elizabeth Knight Thomas
Catherine Imler Tucker
Thelma Dixon Walton
Elizabeth P. Welch
Betty Willey
Bettye Solod Wolf
Zoe Eberhardt Woodruff

1954 — 44%
Average Gift: $46.79
Agent: Marjorie Swartz Salmon
Mary Clark Barclay
Mary Ann Ryan Blackwell
Doris Blood
Barbara Blair Buckley
Martha A. Carroll
Ann Casey
Jasme Chiotelis
Joan Cole Collins
Cynthia Wilson Connor
Ruth Ann Murphy Connor
Jane Geoghegan Cosman
Judith Goldman Fieldstein
Myrna Shoffo Frutti
Jane Johnson
Susan Dallahan Lawless
Doris Ackerman Margolis
Norma Joan Silverstein
Potischman
Helen Johnson Reynolds
Ruth Weinsky Roblin
Marjorie Swartz Salmon
Della Macaskill Schultz
Janet Williams Schultz
Lois Thornley Scott
Della Fiorini Shockley
Joan Spencer
Mary McCarty Stevens
Claire Donovan Wadsworth
Janice Morse Whalen

1955 — 35%
Average Gift: $26.76
Agent: Barbara Paul Holzman
Barbara Rice Buckemper
Deborah Ladd Cherry
Mary Giblin Cogswell
Robert Fine Danberg
Mary Ann Corcoran Derba
Mary Carew Dyke
Maureen Duffy Forrester
Polly Munroe Furbush
Sema Fieldman Gelin
Diana Eideghe Holland
Marilyn Kliman Holstein
Barbara Paul Holzman
Winifred Linehan
Jacqueline Bucciarelli Raymond
Lois Finke Spiegel
Susan Cooper Vitez
Anne Sampson Watson

1956 — 23%
Average Gift: $16.66
Agent: Lorraine Seth Campbell
Lana Bailey
Mary Riley Barbone
Rebecca Bicknell Brigham
Lorraine Seth Campbell
Marcia Morse Duncan
Shirley Zeilinsky Garber
Dorothy Farr Gilgut
Mary Ann Ryan Blackwell
Barbara Bennett Howard
Margaret Michaud McNally
Sonia Krainin Morris
Donna Flood O’Shea
Ruth Weisman Peck
Ann Brittain Pipkin
Miriam Rivkin Weinstein

1957 — 24%
Average Gift: $23.68
Agent: Linda Weisberg Altman
Linda Weisberg Altman
Sondra Shindell Berman
Lois Herbert Brower
Claire Lewis Currier
Jane Feigenbaum
Anne Tewksbury Ham
Mary Margaret Lipkin
Marie Kelleher Lombard
Margaret Conway Macrae
Caryl Marrone Maselli
Elizabeth Fleming McMorow
Barbara Stellwagen McVeigh
Virginia Perini Murphy
Judith Podrackich
Barbara Buffard Rashba
Joan Weinstein Sherman
Janice Spurr Titus
Joan Gates Frank Wolfson
Maureen Locke

1958 — 28%
Average Gift: $30.26
Agent: Marlene Zions Friedman
Carol Webber Cooper
Frederika Van Vleck Cox
Diane Labell Feinzig
Judie Einstein Ziegler Finkle
Marlene Zions Friedmen
Arline Konovsky Greenberg
Mary Heath
Margaret Russell Hayer
Rosalie Podrachik Katz
Nancy Powers Kelley
Dorothy Wynott Lanigan
Barbara Yarlott Liepmann
Audrey Belson Meline
Sandra Schlesinger Moskowitz
Robert Ziker Prives
Carole Jarrbin Rubins
Ruby Skinder Strauss
Blanche Wetmore
Dena W. Lavine

1959 — 30%
Average Gift: $33.75
Agent: Jo-Anne Wales Eldridge
Lindalee Levin Adler
Sally Matheson Anderson
Marillyn Waldman Attgenen
Carol Spill Berman
Gertrude Patterson Borden
Deborah Millman Burwick
Marcia Solberg Chauncey
Barbara Harrison Dine
Alice Silverstein Fierstein
Marilyn Young Foltz
Seena Chandler Goldman
Tamara Bloom Gould
Elaine Kritz Jacobs
Susan Ferran Joseph
Diane Zerner Kizner
Ann Cleveland Lange
Marcia Rabenstein Lewis
Carol Ann Goldberg Miller
Joan Petraglia Poepoe
Barbara Sackman White
Barbara Lamkin Wilkon

1960 — 41%
Average Gift: $21.98
Agent: Judith Kahn Bemon

1961 — 39%
Average Gift: $35.00
Agent: Golda Siegal Berman

1962 — 40%
Average Gift: $26.21
Agent: Margie Wolbarsch Smith

1963 — 36%
Average Gift: $33.45
Agent: Lana Williams

Shirley Spiegelman Horvitz
Jacqueline Goldwyn Kingon
Louise Shapiro Levine
Katherine Donnelly Moeller
Susan Hurska Nagler
Elvia Draghetti Nannini
Carole Kenler Papermaster
Norma D. Penney
Phyllis Ledewitz Press
Jene Parlier Ruttenberg
Jane Sugarman Sachs
Elinor Michelson Shaevel
Barbara Shea
Joyce Marshall Snyder
Elaine Driben Steinman
Sandy Wiles Tenaglia
Mary Ois Gustafson Watt
Paula Sagoff Waxman

Carolyn Mesologies Geller
Roberta Rain Goldstein
Carole Stark Goldstein
Sheila Ann Foster Israeli
Rosalyn Cohen Kaufmann
Pamela Nevins Kirk
Jacqueline Bamford Moran
Dolores Glasser Orkin
Geraldine Nye Pedroni
Paula Rice
Amy Stielar Robinson
Eleanor Schofield Shank
Judith Morse Smith
Jeanette Matula Smith
Sally Jo Darragh Snyder
Josene Stephens Steinberg
Lana Canavan Deguglielmo
Williams
Joyce Sokolove Wiseman
Marcia Turkewitz Worobow
Marilyn Kramer Yassin

1964 — 50%
Average Gift: $22.60
Agent: Francine Braden Tenenbaum

Katherine Quain Abbott
Linda Dow Ballard
Judith Friedman Hornberger
Belsky
Carolyn Benker
Harriet Furlong Bigelow
Phyllis Golder Brick
Susan Friedman Brownstein
Susan M. Buckley
Susan Asnes Chessler
Joan Campstelli Ciampa
Linda Specter Cohen
Barbara Popkin Cordover
Charlotte McKeen Devoe
Janice Carroll Donovan
Paula McKinis Dretwell
Shirley Silbivitz Finkelson
Naomi Neiman Frutri
Geraldine Bohn Gerson
Sandra Fannick Goldfarb
Ruthellen Liston Haskeba
Lovisa Edith Wells Hill
Arlene Litter Jacobs
Judith Pierce Jefferson
Wendy Cole Klein
Janet Heske Kopks
Carol Ann Folky Leary
Phyllis Weinberg Levy
Diana Schaffer Lewinstein
Gayle Porter Lewis
Judith Hirsch Liss
Rosine Cisterna Loew
Jane Fierzinger Mandall
Karen Finkle Marcus
Connie Markey
Sandra Stedman Moreland
Carolee Gott Mountcastle
Beaver Mitchell Pirtle
Joyce Finkleton Pulaski
Harriet Kessler Richard
Karen Kalcer Schoutand
Judith Ravelson Shriver

Carol Goldstein Slippen
Rhoda Schoolnik Smolensky
Sally Freiboher Stewart
Joan Lubow Stone
Margaret Wall Sullivan
Margorie Stone Tanzer
Francine Braden Tenenbaum
Georgia Nickles Tungl
Diane Nassau Weiss
Betsy Rosenthal Weiseal
Irene Brody W Heinestone

1965 — 41%
Average Gift: $32.31
Agent: Juanita Johnston Fowler

1966 — 37%
Average Gift: $17.24
Agent: Marilyn Sargon Brier
Katrina Keene Jones
Anise Greenspan Kaplan
Patricia Karasick
Lynn Kopins
Anita Mack
Deborah Katz Mann
Constance Martin
Nancy Hawkins Martin
Mary Lou Guthrie McDonough
Darlene Saia McIntyre
Paula Panicucci McKenna
Linnea Ellen Turner Messinger
Linda Laquerre Nawrot
Brinta Eisen Neustat
Ellen Yaffe Papworth
Angela Marie Polcari
Donna Israel Reuben
Robert Reich Rosenberg
Carol Silver Rosenthal
Maris Meltzer Rovak
Cheryl Young Schwartz
Patti Cantara Schwartz
Susan Lane Shriner
Joan Schwartz Smith
Ellen Taylor

1973 — 17%
Average Gift: $13.53
Agent: Deborah Shapiro Kraft
1974 — 25%
Average Gift: $12.33
Agent: Mary Lally
Meryl Aaron
Cynthia Bencal
Judith Pearson Boyson
Francie Canter
Rhonda Stein Capster
Joyce Katz Chafetz
Pamela Caragianes
Christodoulou
Marlene Froman Cohen
Patricia Belisonzi Comiskey
Lois Cooper
Lisa Ehrlich
Janet Gary Eskin
Lora Evans
Agnes Schickel Finn
Jan R. Fogel
Susan Gilbert-Hirshon
Anne Johnson Gilford
Janie S. Glitz
Judith Noy Golb
Mary E. Grassi
Christine Cannell Jones
Ilda Carreiro King
Michele O'Leary Kopas
Mary F. Lally
Carol A. Lariviere
Caroline Deloury Lequin
Joanne McCormick Leverone
Myrna Perkes Merowitz
Rhonda Miller
Lori Stein Mishcon
Miriam Flicop Morrison
Margaret MacVane Murray
Mary Mee Yee Nicholas
Cynthia Kaloyniades Paleologos
Deirdre Pangaro
Jill Collier Robinson
Ellen Rodman
Laurie Rubenstein
Kim Siegler Schaffer
Penny Schwartz-Judelson
Catherine Leigh Myers Shaffer
Sandra Shanbaum
Susan Shetler Shaw
Annette Silverstein
Mary Ann Stanton
Joan Zack Swansburg
Ellen Meisel Winer
Nancy Zuber

1975 — 16%
Average Gift: $14.02
Agent: Karen Tuzolino
Lynne Ellen Abramowitz
Joyce Abrams Ball
donna Kathleen Carr
Jane Beth Clayton
Anne Meringoff Colgate
Margaret Rose Donohue
Lois Farrell
Lynne Mona Gladstein
Susan Filo Hardy
Lauren Axelrod Herman
Helaine S. Katz
Judith Miriam Katz
Nancy L. Larsen
Roxanne Colleen Leary
Denise Perever Lemay
Merideth Blaake Leonard
Helen Chaurhout Lewis
Jennifer Lyon
Susan J. Mayhew
Amy Bihins McLean
Melinda Anne Miller
Carol Bradley Moore
Judith Ann Murray
Dale E. Nicholson
Claire Marie Nutt
Betsy Ellen Orr Rentz
Ramona R. Romanouskas
Kathi Shabshelowitz Rosenthal
Sandra L. Ruof
Karen Lewis Smerage
Allison Post Spikell
Debra Dickson Spring
Susan Lynn Strouse
Karen Paula Tuzzolino
Kathryn Louise Wasserman
Sharon Berger Weiler

1976 — 10%
Average Gift: $25.70
Agent: Maureen Hogan
Francie G. Begenau
Joni Bass Brown
Bernadine Callender
Jill Burday Carson
Linda Wilson Clyde
Carole K. Dolan
Seane H. Donohue
Dorothy Williams Hanning
Goodman
Joyce R. Grossman
Susan J. Guftierri
Patricia A. Hancock
Maureen T. Hogan
Judith Murrer Homero
Paula H. Johnson
Wendie Susan Kastler
Anna Kiristy
Marlene Labiossere
Kathryn A. Lauder
Diane London
Alice S. Mahar
Susan Mansour
Katherine Mcege
Leslie O'Toole McMahon
Cheryl Lynn Moore
Eulalia T. Rodriguez
Stacey Noe Rosen
Jacklyn S. Ross
Amy Levitt Roth
Marguerite E. Walsh
Kathleen R. Winn

1977 — 7%
Average Gift: $9.67
Agent: Ann Levy Beberman
Jennifer Lynne Beberman
Susan Catherine Bak
Nancy Marie Barboni
Anne Levy Beberman
Susan Mansour
Carol Angela Castanino
Nancy Dicicco
Diane Marie Difava
Leslie Fabian
Ellen J. Fabiano
Julianne Free

Karen Ann Gallant
Dolores A. Gamache
Shelley Marie Hart
Patricia Louise Hesse
Carol Ann Kennedy
Andrea M. Louraus
Sharon Parsons
Daryl Wayne Dension Popp
Ellen Jill Ravech
Robin J. Roesigerden
Linda F. Smith
Audrey Ann Spiro
Anita Flamer Steinman
Gayle Weiss
Ellen Dana Whitman
Gail Feldman Wilkinson
Susan Lebow Yanofsky

GRADUATE SCHOOL ALUMNI BY PROGRAM

Elementary Education
13%
Average Gift: $18.00
Agent: Peggy Eisen '76
Perris Gallion '56
Patricia E. Shaw Davis '56
Rhoda Freed Mann '58
Doris Donnie Bayes '59
Mary Sheridan '59
Virginia Arbuckle Born '60
Judith Ryan '61
Gay Skogsberg Spear '63
Elizabeth Klaiman '65
Judith Norton '65
Susan Brown Smith '66
Agnes L. Lane Parker '67
Marilyn Beach-Grant '67
Irene Pearson Doughty '68
Paula Miller '68
Elizabeth Stern Greenwald '69
Patricia Nesson Martin '69
Phyllis Cantor Brown '70
Catherine Caro-Bruce '70
Mary Harris '70
Nancy P. Abercrombie '71
Jacqueline Ferman '71
Laura J. Strong Hokanson '71
Susan K. Kyte Carrier '72
Florence Dewar Holmes '72
Norton '72
Linda Rothrock '72
Maureen T. Sullivan '72
Paul T. Kyte '73
Rebecca C. Milliken '73
Linda L. Picceri '73
Theodora E. Waring '73
Amy Joy Shulman Weinberg '73
Ina R. Goldstein ’73
Sarah B. Greenblatt ’74
Marsha Hess ’74
Marjorie D. Homonoff ’74
Ron Cohen Leiderman ’74
Vicki M. Frischer Novick ’74
Catherine M. Stone Osier ’74
Ellen M. Engler See ’74
Richard D. Waldman ’74
Marianne Weinheim ’74
Ellen M. Engler See ’74
Catherine M. Stone Osier ’74
Nancy J. Lange ’75
Richard D. Waldman ’74
Marianne Weinheim ’74
Sarah M. Goheen ’74
Spencer Alumni Gould ’77
Nancy Kozel Gouveia ’77
Margaret M. Greenbaum ’77
Susan Heller Fisher ’77
Joyce S. Hirtle ’77
Judy R. Homer ’77
Gite N. Irving ’77
Elizabeth Toppin Kellogg ’77
Pamela A. McMurry ’77
Julianne Nicolazzo Moresi ’77
Cynthia Lewis Robbins ’77
Kathleen M. Rufuse ’77
Richard H. Seltzer ’77
Lois Sockel ’77
Dorothy Nicholas Tamis ’77
Karyn S. W. Wong ’77
Elise S. Warshauer ’77
Jean E. Whalen ’77
Jane C. Weiser ’77
Joan Fernbach ’77

Counselor Education

Average Gift: $18.75
Agent: Ruth Strachman ’77
Catherine Grelek Berman ’77
Catherine L. Coffey ’77
Juan Jose Everette ’77
Mary L. Johnson ’77
Judith S. Montague ’77
Dorothy Nicholls Tamis ’77
Karyn S. W. Wong ’77
Elise S. Warshauer ’77
Jean E. Whalen ’77
Jane C. Weiser ’77
Joan Fernbach ’77

Independent Study

Average Gift: $18.50
Agent: Judith Contrucci ’76
Sally Beckerman ’75
Olivia M. Bernard ’75
Judith Contrucci ’76
Nancy Beardall Cordingley ’76
Gloria Museira Fitzgerald ’76
Edith Krausner ’77
Kathleen Marshall-Dane ’77
Carol H. Miller ’76
Lynne Nichols ’75
Sandra Jane Simpson ’76

Additional Graduate School Alumni

Average Gift: $16.67
Elaine Joyce Klinetsky ’73
Joan D. Turner ’74
John Connell III ’76
Verdelle S. Ellis ’76 ’78
Margaret Morris ’76
Amy Smith ’76
Alice M. Booth ’77
Sarah Darling ’77
Muriel Kovner ’77
Phyllis Jaffe Spool ’77
Robert A. Harris ’77

Administrative Careers

Average Gift: $10.00
Agent: Constance ’77
Diane Hall ’77
Notes of Current Interest

Transcript Requests

Mrs. Carolyn W. Knibbs, Transcript Officer in the Registrar's Office, has requested that when you write for a transcript to please give her as much information as possible, i.e., present name, name at graduation and any other changes of name, dates of attendance, etc. You are also reminded that the charge for transcripts is $1 for each copy beyond the first one ever requested. This fee should accompany each written request. The Registrar's office cannot accept telephone requests. All transcripts are affixed with the signature of the Registrar, the date and the College Seal. Any transcript mailed directly to the student must be marked Student Copy.

Members of the Class of 1923 returned to Lesley for their 55th Reunion last spring.

Close to 200 alumni and friends enjoyed the latest in fall fashions Oct. 12, as shown by Bloomingdale's at the new Bloomingdale's Fashion Center, Chestnut Hill, M.A. Proceeds benefited the Alumni Scholarship Fund.

Ronne Grufferman Kaplan, '70, was a guest of the Lesley Collaborative for Educational Development (LCED), Sept. 29. She is Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Meet the Candidates, 1979-80

President
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro, '42, 88 Fountain St., Haverhill, MA 01830, 617-372-4875 — Board of Directors 1968-79; President 1969-71; Nominating Committee Chairperson 1972-73; Building Program Dedication Chairperson; Alumni Awards Chairperson 1973-74; Dialathon Volunteer 1972-78; Class Agent 1972-75; Fashion Show Chairperson 1975-76; Lesley College Corporator beginning 1971; Alumni Annual Fund Chairperson 1977-79.

First Vice President
Elaine Bernstein Berman, '68, 5 Reeves Rd., Bedford, MA 01730, 617-213-1724 — Council of Regional Representatives 1974-77, Co-Chairperson 1975-76; Coordinator of Alumni Services 1976-77; Board of Directors 1976-79; Corresponding Secretary 1976-78; Co-Chairperson Reunion '78.

Second Vice President

Treasurer
Mary Grassi, '74, 391 Cambridge St., Cambridge, MA 02141, 617-876-7198 — Council of Regional Representatives 1975-76; Co-Chairperson 1976-77; Book Fair Co-Chairperson 1975; Alumni Student Relations Committee 1974-75; Dialathon Volunteer 1976-79; Board of Directors 1976-78; Treasurer 1978-79; Co-Chairperson Reunion '79; Alumni Annual Fund Committee 1979.

Recording Secretary
Margery Kahn Henzi, '70, 30 Park Ave., Wellesley, MA 02181, 617-235-3241 — Dialathon Volunteer 1976-78; Class Agent 1975-76; Reunion '75; Alumni STEP

Weekend 1977; Scholarship Committee 1978; Recording Secretary 1978-79.

Corresponding Secretary
Betty Fleming McMorrows, '57, 4 Jane Rd., Methuen, MA 01844, 617-686-7861 — Chairperson of auction for Alumni Association Scholarship Fund; Board of Directors 1977-78; Scholarship Committee 1978; Scholarship Committee Chairperson 1979; Corresponding Secretary 1978-79; Alumni Awards Committee 1977-78.

Board of Directors
TERM EXPIRING 1982
Diane Labell Feinzig, '58, 17 East Boulevard Rd., Newton Centre, MA 02159, 617-969-5072 — Board of Directors 1975-78; Regional Representative 1972-75; Reunion '76; Chairperson, Alumni-Student Relations; Chairperson Nominating Committee 1977-78; Co-Chairperson Bloomingdale's Home and Garden 1977-78; Reunion Chairperson 1977-78.
Fay Hurley Robbie, '49, 238 Nantasket Rd., Hull, MA 02045, 617-925-1948 — Building Program Committee member; Regional Representative 1974-78; Chairperson, South Shore Alumni Program 1977; Dialathon Volunteer; Nominating Committee member.

TERM EXPIRING 1981
May Hogan, '26, 585 Sea St., Apt. 5, Quincy, MA 02169, 617-471-3071 — Regional Representative 1971-75; Dialathon Volunteer 1972-79; Dialathon Chairperson 1974-79; Board of Directors 1975-78; Class Agent 1977-78; Reunion '76 Class Chairperson; Scholarship Committee 1978; Nominating Committee 1979.

TERM EXPIRING 1980

Official Ballot 1979
Lesley College Alumni Association

President
— Lorraine Blondes Shapiro, '42

1st Vice President
— Elaine Bernstein Berman, '68

2nd Vice President
— Vicki Frischer Novick, '74G

Treasurer
— Mary Grassi, '74

Recording Secretary
— Margery Kahn Henzi, '70

Corresponding Secretary
— Betty Fleming McMorrows, '57

Third Vice President

Virginia Maloney, '65, 9 Dana St., Apt. 46, Cambridge, MA 02138, 617-547-0708 — Reunion '75; Scholarship Committee 1975-76; Regional Representative 1976-77; Dialathon Volunteer.

Board of Directors — 3-Year Term
— Diane Labell Feinzig, '58
— Fay Hurley Robbie, '49
— Leslie Aitken, '73
— Eugenia Zanetos Buba, '73, '76G
— Virginia Maloney, '65

2-Year Term
— May Hogan, '26
— Nancy Hill Matza, '68

1-Year Term
— Barbara Barron Schilling, '50

(Please complete and return to: Alumni Office, Lesley College, 29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02238).
Where are They Now? Help!

Reunion ’79 will feature years ending in “4” and “9”. The following Lesley alumni who graduated in years ending in “4” and “9” are listed as “Lost” in the alumni files. If you know where any of these women are today, please notify the Alumni Office so that they can be included in the planned activities.

1914
Alice Smith
Beatrice Nelson
Bertha Mekkelson
Mary McEttrick Harrington
Ora Bennett
Ruth Knowlton
Ruth Dulligan Basso
Stella Thomas Sibley

1919
Adelyn Kingsbury Anderson
Agnes Garvin Davis
Beatrice Allen Hilton
Dorothy Nichols
Eleanor MacLaughlin
Ethel Cotton
Harriet Salmon Wilkins
Helen Viano
Isabel Sparrow Spooner
Katherine Lyons
Margaret Baker
Mary Daley
Meta Helman
Ruth Brunt
Ruth Guild
Ruth Locke Moulthrop
Vera Johnston Proust

1924
Alice O’Keefe
Alice Murphy Carley
Amy Torrey Duxton
Beatrice Chanin Edison
Berta Connor
Betty Marshall Porter
Catherine Garrity McGarry
Charlotte Stimpson
Christine Douropoulos Lavis
Constance McKinnon West
Doris Whimore
Dorothy Murphy
Dorothy Mountford
Eleanor McLatchey Russell
Esther Edelsten Schechter
Evelyn Cecilia McManus Farrell
Frances Sullivan
Gertrude Converse James
Gertrude Dakin
Grace Quinn
Helen Martens
Helen Mazur Tobias
Helen Hendrick
Helen Louise Duffy
Hortense Simon Lownenthal
Isabella Oakes Rowe
Jeanne Schein
Katherine Fenerty
Katherine Shaw Isherwood
Kathleen Dwyer Davis
Kathryn Crowley Mahones
Lucia Fuller
Lyle Margaret Fuhrman
Marion Trow Cahalen
Marion Zimmerman Miller
Marion Lamphey Nel
Marion Lyons
Mary Murray Griffin
Mary Rowe
Mary Rushe Dumas
Mary Sherman Haynes
Mildred Moore Allen
Mildred Mooney
Minerva Whittier
Muriel Carnes Inman
Phyllis Jackson
Ruth Lynch
Ruth Peterson
Thelma Holyoke
Viola Collins

1929
Adeline Harrington Richardson
Agnes Louise Sheehan
Alice Faulklingiane Brown
Angela McMahon Hendricks
Angela Chase Clough
Ann Kathyn Readon Greene
Betty Huntley
Carolyn Davis Noyes
Catherine Ryan Samio
Dorothea Lora Austin
Dorothy Ewing
Edith Irene Roberts
Eileen Franchon Millard
Eleanor Meaklin
Eleanor R. Dewolfe
Elizabeth Frances Reynolds
Emily Kathryn Mooney
Estelle Blanchard
Florence Taylor
Gertrude Grady
Gertrude Sheaff Tinsman
Hazel Memorial Sharkey Cliff
Helen Hesson
Isabel McCormick
Isabel Anne Regan
Katherine R. O’Keefe
Kathleen Mary Bowen
Laura Etta Parker Namay
Lillian Ernst Weeman
Loretta MacDonald
Louise Morse
Lucy Lorraine Kelly
Margaret Leydon Weaver
Margaret Sullivan
Margaret O’Brien
Margaret C. Higgins
Margaret Mary O’Brien
Marion Gillis Hooper
Martha Ruth Jordan
Mary Daley Wash
Mary Eleanor Tolman
Mary Elizabeth Morse
Mary Zernice Painter
Paula D. Heald
Pauline Koldubsky
Ruth Reid Sauer Johnstone

1934
Agnes Scully
Alice Kinsman
Alice Richardson
Alice G. Waters
Allene McNall Knight
Ann Casey Lytellan
Barbara Noyes
Beryl Seeley Cosgrave
Christene Ranney
Deborah Wills
Edith W. Schmidt
Eleanor Abbott Price
Eleanor Dempsey Frazier
Eleanor Rogers Decoste
Elnor Sullivan
Elizabeth Vincent
Elizabeth W. Howe
Florence Wein
Helen Marco
Helen Miller
Helen N. Sullivan
Helen May Sinclair
Janet Ramsbottom
Jean Kaufman Dolcourt
Josephine Lacey Crofty
Katherine L. Schmidt
Marjorie Kerr
Marjorie Meers
Marjorie Wesley
 Mildred Robbins
Miriam D. Milligan
Muriel Agnos Sampson
Campbell
Nora Mitchell Mayes
Norma Christensen Carter
Pauline Howse
Priscilla Morris
Rita Harnden Riley
Virginia Bodurtha

1939
Barbara Hall
Billie Manning Gibson
Billie Shaw Gichel
Dorothy Grube Pratt
Dorothy Parker
Elizabeth Libby
Elizabeth Manchester
Elizabeth Shephard Heyl
Elna Gunderson
Frances Miller
Frances Schneider
Genevieve Stone
Georgia Chipchase
Gertrude Stevens
Grace Boyce Loretz
Hazel Riel
Helen Stephenson
Helen Torrey
Laura Main Johnson
Margaret Caddigan
Marie D. Williams
Marjorie E. Jacobs
Mary Brooks
Mary Vergona
Mary White
Nonnie Johnston Hayes
Rita Fink Zietz
Ruth Horrigan
Virginia Carter Warnack
Virginia Dorothy Dick

1944
Audrey Eldredge Ostby
Barbara Currut Sewall
Barbara Stackpole
Elsbe Blackstaff
Jean Zickness Daley
Judith Whitcomb
Lesley Anderson Lucas
Mabel Hutchings Paige
Marion Koch
Mary Ames Ellis
Mary E. Raifer Callahan
Mary Brown Harmon
Ruth Andrews Porter

1949
Clarissa Bennett Leggett
Dorothy Stackpole
Evelyn Marinus McCune
Hilda Amsterdam Drucker
Laura Simonton
Margaretta Lawton Devivo
Marie Agnes Sullivan
Mary Louise Ellis Robinson

1954
Alicia McCoy Clapp
Ann Marie Hennessy Largay
Ariel Marjorie Stevens Walls
Barbara Mannif Grunes
Beatrice Mathews Martin
Diane Simon Wolfe
Dorothy C. Roy
Elizabeth Dow Erickson
Euphemia Finlayson
Hutchison
Joan Arenovski Gardner
Marcia Egan Miller
Maureen McAuliffe
Phillis Minsky Snyder
Sally Mayo Earley

1959
Ann Paulson
Anne Houseas Doutou
Barbara Folsom Schumacher
Dorothy Fogg Hammert
Eleanor Lewis
Ellen Martin Hefler
Esther Mitchell
Feine Silverman Rhin
Jane Beeten Ameda
Jessie Left Ring
Jo-Anne Nikkel
Judith Kowdow Tuflias
Judith Leblanc Ruhl
Luis Hebron Killian
Margaret Therestine Wilson
Mare Carroll
Marie McDonald
Martha Milan Plunkett
Mary Donahue
Sandra Harmon


CLASS NOTES

'17

Gladys Heroy Griffin contributes the sad news that her sister, Marie Heroy Douglass, passed away April 27 at the Ridgewood Manor in Portsmouth, NH. A memorial service was held for her in her church, St. Mary’s-By-The-Sea, Point Pleasant Beach, NJ on June 10. Gladys remembers that she and Marie loved their Lesley days and graduated together with the class of 1917.

'22

Marion Allen Folger of Nantucket reports that grandson Peter F. Folger has become the third generation of Folgers to attend Dartmouth College. Peter '82 joins his father David '53, uncle Edward '53 and grandfather Joseph '21 in attending the Hanover, NH, Ivy League school.

'23

Pauline Davenport Sawyer living with her retired husband in Concord, NH, writes of her three sons and proudly reports on her seven grandchildren.

Margaret Carroll Sampson has gone back to the classroom as a volunteer remedial tutor for the Brockton, MA, Catholic Charities after retiring in 1974 from 24 years teaching 1st and 4th graders in the Whitman, MA, schools. Her daughter, Anne Sampson Watson, is a '51 Lesley graduate.

'24

Edith Hulten Bibbins' activities this year included a delightful trip on the Mississippi Queen from New Orleans. Since her husband’s retirement 11 years ago, the two have traveled extensively by automobile through the northeastern states and Canadian provinces. Edith reports that both her son and daughter are married and living closely. She has five grandchildren; the oldest attends Montana State University.

Mary Shearan Donohoe retired in 1974 from the Woburn Public Schools where she was teacher and principal for 45 years. Her daughter became a teacher at Reading High School, and her twin sons are both doctors practicing in Woburn.

Adele Gruener, '20

In Memoriam

Funeral services were held for Adele Gruener at Church of the Good Shepherd, Watertown, MA, Jan. 23. She was 79 years old.

A graduate of the class of 1920, Miss Gruener began her career in New London, CT, where she was born. She moved to Watertown in 1922 and taught primary grades there until her retirement in 1970.

Her involvement with the Red Cross was recognized by an Award for 50 years of dedicated service. This included over 1,700 volunteer hours as a Saturday clinic secretary for Massachusetts General Hospital, work in the Motor Corps, and the blood program as well as instructing first aid classes in Cambridge.

An active member of Church of the Good Shepherd, she had taught in the Sunday School and served as Sunday School Director. She had also served as a speaker at State Conventions.

Mildred Capodilucci Barberio and her husband, both retired now, enjoy getting away from Massachusetts winters on their travels.

Eleanor Stedman Berry of Wolfeboro, NH, and Boca Raton, FL, keeps up with Lesley happenings and plans to visit the school soon.

Kathleen Macbeth Dowd is tremendously proud of granddaughter, Terry Lynn Dowd, who graduated as a four year Dean's list student from Southern Connecticut College. Another granddaughter, Lisa Kathleen Magesky, was valedictorian at her high school graduation.

Ella Swanson Galvin, whose daughter, Denise Galvin Swan, is a 1967 Lesley graduate and resides with her retired husband in Charleston, SC. Florida and Florida would like to hear from classmates for a possible get-together.

Madalene Sedgeick Hubbard and her husband F. Edgar, a retired college professor, reside in the town of New London, CT. Edgar graduated from Union College. They have four grandchildren and enjoy traveling in the area states to be a speaker at State Conventions.

Frank and Mary (McCurton) Mead have just returned from a trip to Ireland and are getting ready to return to their winter home in Florida where they play a lot of golf. Frank is the fundraiser for his 50th out of MIT while Mary is helping to celebrate Lesley's 70th birthdays.

Ruth Truestake Reserve traveled to Bermuda in February, 1978. In her hometown of Alexandria, Virginia, she is a volunteer remedial reading teacher, and a key person in that community’s “Meals on Wheels” program.

Gretta Becker Sauer living in Shawnee Mission, Kansas, is very active in the Alpha Delta Kappa International Honorary Sorority for women educators of which she is Regional Grand Vice-President and has traveled to six area states to be a speaker at State Conventions.

Eleanor Matthews Lucier is bursting with pride over grandchildren Paul, Marc and Nicole the most recent.
'28
Charlotte Marsh Caswell attended her 50th class reunion in May '78 with her daughter Shirley of Squantum, MA.
Nell Russin Goldberg has been traveling a lot since her retirement. Recently she visited Iran, the Orient, Israel, and England, finding her experiences very interesting, educational and broadening.
Doris Nelson Harrington has retired after 22 years of the nursery school business in Maryland. She and her husband are presently enjoying rural life on six rolling acres in Montross, Virginia.

'29
Priscilla Newell Barstow and her retired husband, whose lives center around their seven grandchildren, spend their year in Florida and on Cape Cod.
Helen Mather Benjamin is still living in Brimfield, Massachusetts, where she is busy with church activities and four grandchildren. She winters each year at Treasure Island, Florida.
Lora Standish Brouhard who has experienced some health problems is cheered nevertheless by the blossoming good health of Lesley and hopes to visit "that exciting new campus."
Catherine E. Crosby enjoys lots of leisure time now, and spends her winters in Pompano Beach, Florida, with her sister.
Rachel French Packard and her husband are enjoying retirement in the lovely college town of Middlebury, Vermont. Her daughter is the mother of two boys in Dayton, Ohio; her son is a guidance counselor at Christian High School.
Gertrude Sanborn Sands reports that her husband retired in December, 1977, as Massachusetts Commissioner of Probation. The couple spent the Christmas holidays in Portugal, where their son, a major, is a member of the NATO staff.
Elizabeth Boynton Shumway is recovering from a bone fracture suffered when she slipped on the stairs last May. She has good progress to report on that front, and sends love and best wishes to all her '27, '28 and '29 classmates and friends.

'30
Frances Conley Dunton is now retired from teaching in Boston. Her husband is working for Conrail.
Evelyn F. Ford, a retired state employee of Massachusetts, is still active with the Blue Hill Council of the Girl Scouts of America.
Evelyn Winslow Hood retired in 1969 after teaching 18 years at the Perkins School for the Blind. She resides in Kendallville, IN, where her youngest son also lives.

'31
Gladys Canfield Frost retired after 26 years as teacher and nursery school director with her husband in Holyoke, MA, where they enjoy traveling, gardening, contract bridge and reading.
Beatrice Grant Gellerson and her husband Arnold, both retired, follow the same pattern of many native New Englanders trying to escape the harsh winters by spending six months in the winter season in Florida and the remainder in their home state of Maine. Beatrice keeps busy with an interest in the "Right to Read Program" and the "Little Red Schoolhouse for the Retarded" in Dover-Foxcroft, ME.
Isadora Michelene Ollphant sadly reports the passing of her husband in January of '78. Theirs was a 42-year marriage.
Ruth Hascall Pratt wintered in Vero Beach, Florida along with several other Lesley graduates. She reports that the "snowbirds" enjoy the balmy weather and citrus fruit, but always look forward to returning north in the spring.
Elizabeth ("Tommy") Thomas has a grandniece at Lesley now — Patricia Ann Thomas. Now retired, she continues to spend winters in Sarasota, Florida, and summers in Bennington, Vermont.

'32
Florence Gardner Ballus and her husband have retired to Union City, CA.
Julia Planagan Corbett retired in June, 1976, from the Lowell School system after 30 years of service as a kindergarten teacher. She continues to live in Lowell, Massachusetts.
Mary Doole Sarre has celebrated 39 years of marriage to her husband, Louis. They have two sons, both married and they have five grandchildren. A family business of three leather goods and luggage shops keeps them all pretty occupied.
Edna Stephenson Wintle has kept in touch with Lesley roommates Helen Gould Clark and Ethel Brown Keer when she meets with them in Florida. She also reports making contact with Hazel Dinsmore Nolan, a '31 graduate of Lesley. All are well says Edna and are keeping busy.

'33
Marian Eleanor Smith Hilton is presently serving as president of York County Retired Teachers Association. She is also a volunteer in the emergency room of Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in Dover, New Hampshire, and at the "Strawberry Banke" restoration of Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Pauline Regan Rodgers returned to winter in Jensen Beach, Florida, with friends, following the death of her husband in June, 1977, at their summer house in Stratton, Maine.

'34
Ella May Purington Curtis wrote to inform Lesley alumni of the death of her friend and classmate, Mary Kerr ("Betty") Foss in Dallas on July 4, 1976. She tells us that Betty's mother, Alma Allison Kerr, was a graduate of Lesley College, too — class of 1913.
Gertrude Jennings La Frenz is pleased to be kept abreast of all the activity at the College and has kept in touch with classmates Eleanor Gilbert and Margaret Conley.
Blanche S. Young retired but, as she says, is "busy, busy, busy." She is vice-president of Woman's Club and Delta Kappa Gamma (Zeta) Chapter, working actively in retired teachers and religious education organizations, and also involved in community politics. She somehow finds time for golf, skiing, concerts, plays, and travel.

'35
Barbara D. Buchanan retired in July '77 after a satisfying, enjoyable teaching career with seventh and eighth grade English students in Farmington, MA. Barbara now occupies herself with civic work and pleasurable home activities.
Since retiring as a kindergarten teacher, Alice Goodrich Clark has served as chair of her church's Day Nursery School Committee, which organized a Day Kindergarten. In addition to her work as an Avon representative, Alice and her husband have recently become antique dealers, doing much of their business at flea markets.
Doris Hartwell Granger and her retired UNH professor husband are the parents of a Lesley graduate student. Doris continues to be a member of Delta Kappa Gamma and is doing Gesell Developmental examining. She and her husband have made two cross country trips following different routes within the past two years.

Eleanor Twitchell Gustafson and her husband are keeping very busy with their paper and aluminum recycling project; they donate proceeds to the Gustafson Scholarship Fund of Kansas University. She calls the work "hard but rewarding." In their spare time, the Gustafsons "hike and bike" as much as possible.

'36
Katherine Stoddard Berg was president of the 1936 Domestic Science class and is married to retired insurance agent Roy F. Berg reports on her two children, John S., a Commander in the United States Navy and married daughter Lee Berg Gardner, the first woman president of the Marietta College Alumni Association.
Mary Turner Russell tells us her youngest son has graduated from Lowell, MA, State University and that she and husband, Donald, are the grandparents of a new grandson named Robin.
'38

Margaret Mulligan Fulton is living in Millbrook, New York and serving as class of '38 agent.

Anna T. Macone is working as a kindergarten teacher in the Concord School system's "Extended Day" kindergarten program, initiated in 1977-78. She works with older hearing impaired youngsters during the afternoon at Ripley School, the center which absorbs hearing impaired students beginning at pre-school level.

'39

Jane DuBon Benson is looking forward to the class reunion this year and hopes that many of the "Domestic Science gals" will be there.

Ruth Taylor Leighton reports the very sad news of the loss of her daughter, Shelly, in September of 1977, a victim of Cystic Fibrosis. Though experiencing that loss and the difficulty of a second cataract operation, Ruth continues to help others at the Natick, MA, Therapeutic Recreation Day Camp.

Dorothy Gemma Row retired in June 1977 as a teacher in the Hingham, MA, Public School system.

Anna V. Olson Watson plans to retire in June from the Edgecomb Central School in Maine, where she has taught grades 1 and 2 and been its principal for 23 years. Her only son, James, is married and living in Nova Scotia where he graduated from St. Francis Xavier University in 1977. She has taught grades I and 2 and been its principal for 23 years.

Anna T. Macone is working as a kindergarten teacher in the Concord School system's "Extended Day" kindergarten program, initiated in 1977-78. She works with older hearing impaired youngsters during the afternoon at Ripley School, the center which absorbs hearing impaired students beginning at pre-school level.

'40

Barbara M. Howard living with her husband, a boat-yard owner in Barnstable on Cape Cod, is still busy as a weekly columnist for her local newspaper and also has published, in 1974, a collection of her writings about Cape Cod history, local people and every day occurrences. A visitor to the Cape was her Lesley roommate Zoe Pettingill Alexander. Says Barbara, "She was just as cheery and wonderful as ever."

Now a widow, Adeline Brewitt Liberatore is teaching at Epping Central School, Epping, New Hampshire. She plans to retire in 1980, having been teaching in public schools for some twenty years plus running a private kindergarten for two years. She has two married daughters and three grandchildren.

'41

Ruth Solomon Sager, active as a substitute teacher in the Volusia County, FL, school system, is living with her husband Leonard in Daytona Beach. Ruth returned to student status at college in order to earn additional credits towards a B.S. Ed. The Sagers have two married children, a daughter who is a graduate of Brandeis and holds an Ed. MA from the University of Chicago and a son who graduated from the University of Vermont.

Esther MacDonald Schmiederer is the new principal of the Alumni Association and has been actively involved with Lesley for many years.

Beatrice Marden Glickman: Teacher, Writer and Active Lesley Alum

In America, over six million working mothers with pre-school age children have one problem in common: Who cares for the baby? Baffled by the variety of child care alternatives, many parents do not know where to turn for help in creating the best situation for their children and themselves.

Who Cares for the Baby? Choices in Child Care, by Beatrice Malden Glickman '40 and Nesha Bass Springer provides much helpful information and many practical answers. Their book explores the pros and cons of infant day-care, the wide range of available child care alternatives, and the guidelines for determining what kind of care is most appropriate for each child and parent.

The following review of Who Cares for the Baby? appeared recently in Publishers Weekly:

Two women who care deeply about children and the dilemma of child care in our time, when increasingly mothers must work outside the home, discuss and analyze in depth all the child care options available today. This is an invaluable book that should be read by young parents who are raising families and need guidance in learning what is best for them and their small children when the economic "pressure cooker" (or other factors) require that the mother seek day-care help. Glickman is a former supervisor at Boston's Children's Hospital Medical Center, and Springer is a journalist specializing in child education. Wary of day-care centers, which they saw as wrongly supplanting mothers in the home, they began their book with one view - and, after research and realistic thought, changed it. The result is one of the most honest, open-minded surveys yet produced in this field. With affecting concern the authors cover parents' needs, the whole spectrum of child care alternatives (including Russian, Swedish, Chinese, and Israeli "solutions"), infant development and much more. With sound realism they offer sensitive guidelines for the best kind of other-than-mother care in our complex, troubled society.

Bea Glickman '40 has taught in a one-room schoolhouse in Alabama, a kindergarten in a wealthy suburb of Boston, a settlement house in East Boston and a day-care center in Cambridge. She ran her own nursery school for six years and later supervised the alternative education program at Boston Children's Hospital. In her "spare time" she writes poetry. Bea is a past president of the Alumni Association and has been actively involved with Lesley for many years.
Beatrice Mar den Glickman, ’40, received the Alumni Recognition Citation from Alumni Awards Chairperson Elizabeth Flemming McMorrow, ’57, at the 1978 Reunion Luncheon.

Dorothy Trimm Donahue, a teacher in the Remedial Reading Learning Center of the City of Malden since 1954, reports that her four children have presented her with seven grandchildren and boasts proudly, “Not bad, eh!”

Trudy Vernon Magid became a grandmother for the sixth time last March.

Elizabeth Kelley Cook spent a wonderful two weeks in Hawaii last year. She and her husband, both retired now, live in North Truro, Massachusetts.

Lourdes M. Correia (Lorry) has special greetings for Lorraine Blondes Shapiro, Elaine Cavanaugh, Betty K. Cook, Mary-Louise H. Harvey, Marilyn C. Hart and her freshman sister Sylvia Petlock Pearlstein.

Mary-Louise Hood Harvey is a busy person in her capacity as a Library Aide at Keene State College, NH, where husband David is Professor of History and as a member of the Faculty Wives Executive Board at Keene State College, Keene Board of the League of Women Voters and the Church Deaconess Board. Mary-Louise describes it as a “busy, but happy time.”

Alice Howard Menard is back teaching 2nd grade in North Brookfield, Massachusetts, after her husband, Edward, passed away in January. She lives in North Brookfield with her youngest daughter, Valerie.

Frances Thomas Summer returned to the business world after a 19-year absence and worked for eight years of as a dietitian. Now she is back being a full-time homemaker and enjoying every minute.

Colleen Steele VanVleck has a new granddaughter born July 9, 1977, named Charnell Lynn VanVleck.

Virginia Horlor Mercer, now a widow, has five children and has been teaching at St. Michael’s school in Fall River, Massachusetts, for the past 17 years. She enjoys her work very much.

Sally Youmans Zink keeps her interest in teaching active as a substitute teacher in the Groton, MA, school system where she lives with her family, husband George, a teacher of chemistry at the Groton School, and four children, two boys and two girls.

Jean Ann MacKinnon Anagostis has been married for 19 years and has a family of three: a daughter, 19, and twin sons, 15. Her time is taken up with family interests and crafts. Jean’s husband is an English teacher in the Kennebunk, Maine, school system.

Norma Perkins Burrows, a teacher in the Meredith, CT, Day-Care Center heaves a sigh of relief with the completion, after three years, of her work towards her Master’s degree from St. Joseph’s College.

Shirley Polakewich Shiro is teaching grade 1 at Abraham Lincoln Elementary school in Bangor, Maine. After 18 years teaching in lower elementary grades she is still very dedicated. She has taken the Lesley course: “Project T.E.A.C.H.” and found it a fantastic implement for motivation. Shirley’s daughter Susan is a senior at the University of Maine, one son is a sophomore at the University of Miami, and another has graduated from Bangor High School.

Martha Morris Callahan reports that she and husband John have purchased a new home in Mendon, MA, and are enjoying country life.

Susan Luskey Rayer has been a Teacher’s aide at St. Timothy’s Parish Day School for more than 6 years. Susan says it is ideal since it keeps her in contact with young children and does not keep her away from her top priorities, her husband and home.

Barbara Barron Schilling returned to Lesley and completed her Master’s in Education this past June. Barbara is a Resource Room teacher in the Needham, MA, school system.

Natalie Crossland Trask is still teaching second graders and is very happy. She has two daughters who are attending the University of Vermont. Her husband is a welfare administrator with the State of Vermont.
Elizabeth Mahoney Henderson has four daughters; the eldest recently graduated from Salem State College, and is married. Her second daughter has joined the Coast Guard and the last two are still in junior high school.

Bernice Rubin Loftus teaching second grade in the Houston, Texas, area reports on her three children: Karen, married to a newly degreeed M.D. while she has completed her M.S. at Rice University and is working as an engineer for the Shell Oil Company; Carol is a sophomore at Washington University and undecided about a career (though it's a toss-up between engineering and dentistry); Brian still in high school and leans towards science and math.

Shirly Marchant Lindgren gives news of the birth of a son Loomis (in '69) to her husband, Ivan, an M.D. They are living in West Yarmouth on Cape Cod.

Elsa Fore Nugent, another very busy woman involved in all kinds of interesting projects including astrology, graphoanalysis and the writing of a weekly column for her local newspaper, the Berkshire (Eagle) Sampler. Elsa has also written a book entitled, Signs: A Guide for the New Age. She and her husband, John, are parents of 4 children, 3 boys and a girl. Elsa says daughter Tari will enter Lesley in September '79.

Judith Sanborn Levis met Greta Shaw (Lesley graduate) as Greta's kindergarten class toured Judith's hatchery and farm in East Kingston, NH.

Robert Grush Richardson is teaching nursery school and kindergarten in Lexington, Kentucky. She enjoyed a trip to Hawaii in November, 1977, as a 25th wedding anniversary gift from her four children. Her oldest daughter, Sue, is a kindergarten teacher; Kathy attends Gallaudet College in Washington, DC; son Ken, 21, is a junior at Eastern Kentucky University and Cyndi, 19, is a college student in San Francisco, studying fashion merchandising and modeling. Roberta planned to visit Massachusetts last summer, and hoped to come by Lesley.

Audrey Ann Furze Stark was married in August, 1977, in San Francisco to Charles Stark. Both Audrey and her husband are teachers in the San Francisco school district and live in Mill Valley, California, where they enjoy the good life (swimming, biking, tennis) offered by lovely Marin County.

Sylvia Cohen Brown is a volunteer at JFK Medical Center in Edison, New Jersey, in the pediatrics program. She tours facilities with children scheduled for treatment, explaining what happens there. Sylvia has two sons in college: David, a senior at Oberlin College in Ohio, and Alan, a sophomore at Skidmore College in New York state.

Nancy Coleman Cummings and husband, John, are sharing their home with only their 16-year-old dachshund now that both their children are in college: Jim at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, and Judy at the University of Maine at Orono.

Arline "Pheasant" Rich Davis finds Lesley's CASG Program and the Special Education Department exciting. She wonders if her Lesley career will span the greatest number of years of any Lesley student?

Mary Louise Vincent Fisher sends news of her family: eldest son, Dana, got married in May, 1977, and is working with his father at Littlehole and Fisher; Billy attends Montana State University; Mark works at Digital; Bruce is in grade 12 at "Monty Tech" and Mary Louise is an eleventh-grader. Mary Louise and husband Bill went on a trip to London recently with Wenworth alumni.

Lorraine A. Palmacci O'Brien is a second grade teacher in the Belmont, MA, school system and tells with pride of daughter Cynthia's Cum Laude standing at her graduation from Boston College. She plans to continue in graduate school. Son Mark is a junior at Tulane University in New Orleans. His youngest child, Nancy, 14 years old, is a sophomore at Belmont High School.

Ellen Sears Sansone, teaching third grade in the Town of Harvard school system, spent the past summer in Scotland at a summer program under the aegis of Indiana University.

Donna Chickering Summerville, moved to Chicago three years ago, with her husband, Robert, and family. She has attended several "get-togethers" with Lesley alumni in the Chicago area and everyone is impressed with Lesley's phenomenal developments. Donna has entered the business world as a sales representative for a company which sponsors book fairs at local schools and finds her work most challenging and rewarding. Donna's oldest son is attending Miami University of Ohio; the two younger boys are in high school.

Zoe Eberhardt Woodruff says, "Being a grandmother beats being a mother!" Zoe is also a first grade teacher at the Gordon School in East Providence, RI.

Mary Ann Ryan Blackwell attended an open house for Washington, DC, area alumni held in April. She represented Lesley President Don A. Orton at the inauguration of Victoria Schuch as the sixth president of Mount Vernon College on April 13, 1978.

Joan Cole Collins has the opportunity to use her Lesley training as a substitute teacher in the Lexington, MA, school system. She and husband Paul are parents of 4 children: Chip, 20; Deborah, 18 (now at Lesley); Nancylee, 17 (a freshman at the U. of Maine); and Scott, 15 a Lexington High School sophomore.

Ruth Ann Murphy Connor and husband Jim have lived in Manhasset, NY, for the past 20 years. Prior to motherhood, Ruth taught kindergarten for 6 years and is now a substitute teacher in the Port Washington, NY, school system. Two children, Jimmy and Gail make up the rest of the Connor family.

Cynthia Anne Wilson Connor is happy to be teaching 5th grade in a "regular" classroom after spending three years as "the" teacher in a one-room, rural schoolhouse. She and her foster husband are living in Jackson, Wyoming, and have four children.

Jane (Olga) Dilaterio Johnson is working as an administrative assistant to the associate vice president for health affairs at a health center in Farmington, Connecticut, and is liaison affirmative action officer. Her oldest daughter, Jacqueline, graduated from Bates College with a major in economics; and younger daughter, Martha, is a sophomore at Plainville High School, where she is involved with band activities.

Doris Ackerman Margolis, living in Longmeadow, MA, sends news that her daughter Linda is enrolled in the Graduate School at Lesley, working towards her Master's degree in Special Education.

Ruth Welensky Roblin returned to Lesley as a graduate student in the Moderate Special Needs program. She received a master's degree last spring.

Joan Cole Collins has the opportunity to use her Lesley training as a substitute teacher in the Lexington, MA, school system. She and husband Paul are parents of 4 children: Chip, 20; Deborah, 18 (now at Lesley); Nancylee, 17 (a freshman at the U. of Maine); and Scott, 15 a Lexington High School sophomore.

Ruth Ann Murphy Connor and husband Jim have lived in Manhasset, NY, for the past 20 years. Prior to motherhood, Ruth taught kindergarten for 6 years and is now a substitute teacher in the Port Washington, NY, school system. Two children, Jimmy and Gail make up the rest of the Connor family.

Cynthia Anne Wilson Connor is happy to be teaching 5th grade in a "regular" classroom after spending three years as "the" teacher in a one-room, rural schoolhouse. She and her foster husband are living in Jackson, Wyoming, and have four children.

Jane (Olga) Dilaterio Johnson is working as an administrative assistant to the associate vice president for health affairs at a health center in Farmington, Connecticut, and is liaison affirmative action officer. Her oldest daughter, Jacqueline, graduated from Bates College with a major in economics; and younger daughter, Martha, is a sophomore at Plainville High School, where she is involved with band activities.

Doris Ackerman Margolis, living in Longmeadow, MA, sends news that her daughter Linda is enrolled in the Graduate School at Lesley, working towards her Master's degree in Special Education.

Ruth Welensky Roblin returned to Lesley as a graduate student in the Moderate Special Needs program. She received a master's degree last spring.

Persis Gallion is putting to use her Lesley education at the Snug Harbor School in Quincy, MA.
Shirley Ann Zelensky Garber has just moved with her family to the Washington, DC, area because of husband Roy's exciting new job as Cantor of the Washington, DC, Hebrew Congregation. Shirley Ann is teaching third grade at National Cathedral School — Beauvoir, and finds it very challenging and rewarding. Son Ben is a sophomore at the University of Michigan, and daughter, Robin, is a junior in high school.

Gloria Schneider Clark Kern tells us that her son, John, the first baby ever to attend Lesley College, was married this past June. Going on to explain, Gloria says that John, who was born in March '56, began going to school with her when she returned to classes. The baby spent the day with the school nurse while Gloria attended class. This continued until she graduated in June of 1956.

Jacqueline Robinson Mason, a resident, with her husband of Rancho, P.V., California, is now in the fascinating toy and game business which she entered a year ago. Says Jacqueline, "I love being an entrepreneur."

Ruth Weisman Peck has news of her three children. Steven is in his senior year at Harvard. Philip is a freshman at Boston University and daughter Sharon is a freshman at Weston, MA, High School.

Carol Levine Pozefsky, living in Guilderland, NY, with her attorney husband, is now far removed from the area of education. She has a private practice as a marital and family therapist, and coordinates a federally funded project is "Friendship Gate" a regional representative for the New Haven area.

Sondra Shindell Berman, looking for more news from her classmates, reports her three daughters are keeping her very busy. Margie is a junior at the University of Missouri. Debbie is a high school junior and Sheri, a sixth grader.

Lois Herbert Brower and her husband became grandparents for the first time when daughter Pattie gave birth to Noelle Michael Garfinkle on January 17, 1978. Second daughter, Kathy, is now attending Brookdale College. Lois is living in Spring Lake, New Jersey.

Claire Lewis Currier, who lives in Quincy with her husband, Donald, an engineer with the Badger America Co. of Cambridge, MA, visited the Holy Land this past Easter and reports that the visit was a very moving experience.

Maurine Locke is employed by the Cuddah Par-


'sh School Board as an elementary school principal. She represented Lesley College in the academic procession at the inauguration of a new president at Centenary College of Louisiana. Mauritine is now living in Shreveport, Louisiana.

Joan Weinstein Sherman is now serving a two- year term as Beth El Temple Sisterhood president. Her husband is an orthodontist and they have three sons ages 17, 15, and 13. The family resides in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Carole Spill Berman and her husband just returned from a wonderful trip to London. Carole found England fascinating and hopes she can return for another visit soon. Her two daughters are busy in high school — Beth is a senior and busy gathering college catalogues, and Susan is an assistant cheerleader. Carole has served her second year as president of the local Hadassah organization, and is involved with volunteer hospital work. Despite her busy schedule, she plays tennis every week.

Seena Chandler Goldman reports that her family will soon be moving to Columbus, Ohio, where husband, Harvey, will assume the post of senior Rabbi at Temple Israel. Seena is working as a substitute teacher while mothering Joel, 15, Steve, 13, and Karen, 10.

Tamara Bloom Gould, living in Winnetka, IL, with her lawyer husband, is now far removed from the area of education. She is a vice- president and secretary of a real estate management firm. Tami says plans are underway for a 20th class reunion visit to Lesley.

Virginia Arbuckle Born (G) went back to graduate school at the University of New Hampshire and is now a self-employed career education and life planning consultant. She conducts her private practice out of her home, and is still a wife and mother and active in many professional and community concerns in her home town of York, Maine.

Paula Rezomfksky Horn lives now with Lari, 13, and Adam, 12, near Mariceland of the Pacific in Palos Verdes, California. Husband, Gene died eight years ago, and Paula keeps very busy, both professionally and as a citizen. She has a private practice as a marital and family therapist, and coordinates a federally funded juvenile diversion project. She feels that Lesley's progress since 1960 is exciting.

Lorraine Smith LeGrande and her husband Michael, Commissioner of Planning and Development for the city of John, NY, are the parents of three children, 15, 14, and 11. Husband Mike will be spending the year in Cambridge as a Loeb Fellow at the Harvard Graduate School of Design.

Cynthia Shepatin Rosenthal attended Wheelock College in Boston over the past summer, enrolled in a Master's program for Early Childhood Special Needs.

Mary Lou White DeNardis; Named "Outstanding Woman"

The first recipient of the Hamden Junior Woman's Club of Hamden, CT, for "Outstanding Woman in the Community" was Mary Lou White DeNardis '60, a native of Hamden and wife of Senator Lawrence DeNardis. Mary Lou has initiated and supported many worthwhile projects over the years and has served her community and family in numerous ways.

Since graduating from Hamden High School and Lesley College, Mary Lou has taught school in New York and Mt. Carmel. She was volunteer librarian at Father Barry Junior High School in Hamden and taught CCD classes at St. Joan of Arc Church in Hamden. In 1972 she was listed in Outstanding Young Women of America.

As mother of three sons and one daughter she has been involved with PTA work and PTU (Parents and Teachers in Unity) — a group formed for parents of children with learning disabilities. For the past five years she has been on the board of directors of the Elizabeth Ives School for special children.

At the moment Mary Lou's special project is "Friendship Gate" — a Hamden area residence for mentally retarded adults who live in a self- supporting family environment. Mary Lou is a member of the board of directors and was instrumental in organizing the first house. She is currently helping with the renovation of a second house to accommodate more people. In addition to these and many other involvements, Mary Lou is Lesley Alumni Regional Representative for the New Haven area.
Susan Shelton Atwater reports having completed a term as Director of Social Services for the State of Delaware (’75-’76). She and her family, her husband a teacher in the Delaware Technical Community College, and son, four years old, are living in Wilmington. Susan would like to hear from classmates Marlene Steinman and Barbara Streiler Glodstone.

Margherita Vaeirea Caron, active in North Andover, MA, community affairs and the Title I Math and Language Development Program for that town, wants classmates to know that she and husband, John, have four children: Mary Lou, 14; John Jr., 11; Paul, 9; and Jeanne 6½, and that she is very proud of Lesley’s continuing growth and advancement.

Katherine Donnelly Mueller seems to spend most of her days traveling between her home and the pre-schools which her three children attend.

Golda Siegel Doyle is presently working for a local radio station, WKFD, in Newport, Rhode Island, broadcasting local Newport news. She and husband, Tom, now have a daughter in first grade, and Golda finds it quite a new experience to be a parent and not a teacher.

Joan Sorkin Dreter has been working parttime at Northeastern University in the Department of Cooperative Education as an assistant in counseling and job placement since March, 1977. She finds it fun and rewarding to be back in the field of education. Her three boys are now 15, 12, and 10 and Joan reports that they keep the household quite active.

Ingels Harding has recently moved to Walnut, California, where she is teaching grades 1 and 2 in Hacienda La Puente U.S.D. Wingfield School. She has just bought a condominium apartment and is enjoying California.

Shirley Spiegelman Horvitz is living in Houston and having a great time selling real estate. Her husband is a professor at Texas Southern University. Son David was Bar Mitzvahed in June, 1978, and daughter, Robin, is now 12. Shirley looks forward to seeing the class of ’61 at the 20th reunion.

Ann M. Hafter Jacob, also far removed from teaching profession, enjoys managing a resale shop which benefits the Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation. The shop is located in Keggo Harbor, Michigan, near West Bloomfield where Aron lives.

Suzanne Hruska Nagler moved with her family to Manhattan in 1977 where her husband, Stan, is a self-employed attorney. Suzanne reports that the family has never been happier. The children have lots of friends near their apartment and she is enjoying art classes, museum trips, etc.

Phyllis Ledewitz Press is substitute teaching in Oyster Bay, New York, where her husband is Rabbi at Oyster Bay Jewish Center. Phyllis writes a monthly column in the synagogue bulletin, book reviews and synagogue services. She still finds being the wife of a rabbi and mother of three a “liberating” experience. Daniel is 12; Deborah is 11; and Adam is 6.

Jane Sugarman Sach’s husband, Martin, has a new job with IBM research and is quite happy. He left his research employment at Yale University last year. Jane is still teaching in New Haven, this year in the fifth grade, and is also teaching chess in the school system. She and her husband have moved from Orange, Connecticut to Westport, Connecticut.

Sandra Wiles Marquis Tenaglia was married in July, 1977 to James Tenaglia. She is still living in Winchester, Massachusetts.

Mary Gustafson Watt had an article on “Thinking About Thinking,” published by the Brookline, MA, Teachers Center. She and husband Dan are both teachers in the Brookline Public School System. Dan and Molly had an enjoyable three week bicycle tour in Ireland this past summer.

Susan Harlow Howe attended her class’s 15th reunion at Lesley in 1977. She thinks the new campus is great, and says the new curricula “make me want to return.” Susan lives with her husband, a psychiatric social worker at HEW, in Alexandria, Virginia.

Cindy Zalvan Katzef finds that her two daughters, Wendy, 16, and Tammy, 9, are keeping her quite busy. She has also assumed responsibilities as registration coordinator for Interface ’78, a large data communications conference and exposition of which husband, Richard, is vice president.

Sandra Rosenthal Schultz’s son, Michael, was chosen as one of two fifth graders from his school (the Ward School in Newton) to attend Lesley’s Young Writer’s Conference on January 20, 1978. Sandra reports he really enjoyed spending a day at “mom’s college.” Sandra is a full-time homemaker; her husband is a self-employed dentist.

Naomi Belson Stamper has been living with her family for five years in Berkeley, and loves the California life. She has a part-time job teaching children with learning disabilities at St. Mary’s hospital, and a full-time job at home with daughter, Robin, 12, Marjorie, 10, and Alison, 7. Husband, Bob, is an ophthalmologist at Pacific Medical Center. Naomi recently spent a delightful day with Robert Davis Bento and her family.

Arlene Wilson Wiggetman received an M.Ed from Lesley’s graduate school in 1972. She is teaching corrective and preventive reading in Lynn, under an ESEA Title I grant. Husband, Alan, is now working as a Staff Pharmacist for Medi-Mart in Chelsea. Arlene’s daughter, Abby, is in junior high, second daughter Andrea is a sixth-grader, and son, Joseph, has made it all the way to third grade this year. Arlene says she is always pleased to hear about the high regard in which Lesley women are held.

Mary Anne Castellana, left, and Julia Foster, both of the Class of ’79, were presented with Alumni Scholarships of $1,000 each. The presentations were made at the 1978 Alumni Luncheon by Alumni Scholarship Chairperson Ellen Green Bloch, ’61.
Arlene Neufeld Berens and her husband Sandy are the parents of three children and are living in Savannah, Georgia.

Judith Kimball Emerson, a primary grades teacher in the University City Schools of St. Louis, Missouri, reports that school is especially interesting this year since she has a little boy from Israel who is learning to speak English in her classroom. The family has recently moved into a roomy new house near their old neighborhood, and love the change.

Carolyn Mesolegites Geller and her husband Michael, the parents of Gregory, 11 and Amanda, 9, lived for five years in Italy. They are currently residents of Braeriff Manor, NY, where both are employed by Andrew Geller Company. Carolyn is marketing director and Michael as vice-president.

Dolores Glasser Orkin, a resident with her attorney husband, Don, and three children, Jeffrey, 13, Lisa, 12 and Laura, 9, of Sharon, MA, is a substitute teacher in the Sharon Public School System.

Geraldine Nye Pedrini has become the director of Sunshine Nursery School in Arlington. She has three sons: Ricky, 10; David, 8; and Robert, 4.

Amy Stellar Robinson lives in Sudbury, and is self-employed. Among her other accounts, she is a consultant at Lesley College.

Gail Epstein Kansky: Co-authors Holiday “Do-Book”

Upon graduating from Lesley in 1964, Gail taught fourth grade in Stoughton and then nursery school in Canton, MA. After becoming the mother of Kim and Kenny she turned to writing and illustrating children’s books as a way of keeping alive her interest in the educational field while remaining home with her young children.

Gail’s Jewish Holiday Do-Book, co-authored with Lois Englander and Judith Saacks, translates the Jewish holiday ideas into specific activities for children of all ages to explore when celebrating the traditional Jewish holidays. It includes crafts, games, recipes, songs, dances and more, designed to enhance children’s holiday experiences and promote individual senses of creativity and imagination.

Gail maintains that she “owes a great deal to Lesley as the background I received there was my largest asset in writing this book and the others that are yet to be published. The first sentence of the introduction (found on page 4) may well have been plucked out of my subconscious from a Lesley lecture.”

Copies of Gail’s book are available in Jewish bookstores nationwide through Bloch Publishing Company.

Since leaving Lesley, Judith Hirsch Liss has received an MA in ECE from Hunter College and a specialist’s certificate in special education from the Ontario Ministry of Education. Now in her eleventh year of teaching, Judith teaches children with learning disabilities in Ontario, Canada, where she is employed by the North York Board of Education. Husband, Saul, is the national director of the Bank of Nova Scotia; son Sam is now 8, daughter Jessie, 6. The family lives in Thornhill, Ontario.

Carolee Gott Mountcastle is an Education Consultant to the Virginia State Department of Education and her husband is a Post Doctoral candidate at the University of Virginia Medical School. They have three young sons, Carolee is also active on several local boards including Headstart, Orton Society, Association for Retarded Citizens and the City School Advisory Committee, “...very busy and very, very happy,” says Carolee.

Joyce Finklestein has recently become Mrs. Roger P. Pullaski. The couple lives in Medrose, where Joyce teaches fourth grade in the Winthrop School.

Carol Goldman Slippin and family, Michael, an M.D., and three sons: Marc, 7; Jeffrey, 10; and Daniel, 13 enjoy the north shore of Long Island. Carol is busy with Cub Scouts, Little League, music lessons and assisting at her husband’s office practice.

Sally Frieber Stuart and her husband live in Quincy, Illinois, not Quincy, Massachusetts, as was erroneously reported in the last issue of Class Notes.

Rosanne Siracusa Centurino resides with husband, Buddy, and two sons, Jonathan, 6, and Todd, 3½, in Braintree, MA. Rosanne has only recently begun substituting in the Braintree school system.

Virginia Lee Maloney works as a microwave supervisor for EASTCO. Still living in Cambridge, she has participated in writing a small poetry book combined effort of a group of women with whom she did graduate work. The book is now in the marketing stage; Virginia found the experience of its production very memorable and special.

Carol Brainerd Roberts reports on her family’s “typical” life in Amherst, New Hampshire. Her three children are all girls: Becky is 10 this year, Jessi is 7, and Jenni, 3. Carol has not been teaching, but she sounds very busy! As a member of a local writer’s club, she writes town news for two local papers; she is a licensed daycare mother, and belongs to a consciousness-raising and women’s group known as WISE. When Jenni is a little older, Carol hopes to enter the medical field in some capacity.

Gail Gruber Trelt taught for five years as a kindergartner teacher until the arrival of two children, Julie Ann, 8 and Jeffrey, 5. She received her Master’s degree from the University of Bridgeport, CT. in 1975.
Elaine Saykin Weiner: Elected to West Hartford Scool Board

A resident of Winchester Drive in West Hartford, CT and former teacher there at Duffy and Whiteman schools, Elaine S. Weiner '65 successfully campaigned for election to the West Hartford School Board. Declining academic competence was one of the issues stressed by Elaine in her campaign. When asked to share some of her campaigning experiences with Current readers, she sent in the following:

Believing that there is a pattern of phases and stages in our lives that can be stretched to their fullest potential, I have viewed each of these stages as a turning point for personal development. My first five years after graduation from Lesley presented an introduction into the world of work and marriage. During the early stage of child-rearing I was preparing, academically and psychologically, for a future career in "professionalism." Rather than teach, I wanted to add a new dimension, still education and human relations related, but in the field of supervision and administration.

With a master's degree and Sixth Level Program, when candidates for nomination to the Board of Education were being sought, I felt a personal need to use my knowledge in a place where policy in public education is so rarely made by educators. An educator, I felt, would have insight and sensitivity to the problems a Board of Education would face, a knowledge of trends and structures and experience with the educational process. Having been the student representative to the Educational Goals Committee at Lesley and a board member at a long-established cooperative nursery school, the functioning of the board was not unfamiliar to me.

As I began to pursue my campaign for the nomination I realized that I had unwittingly become a politician, a reality which had changed my perspective toward the election process. What I would have liked to express as being educationally sound, might not have been politically practical. It became necessary throughout the campaign to depend on good judgment to make intellectual compromises while still creating a personal identity in terms of the issues.

To obtain Party support, I had to meet with Party leaders and then present myself to ten district committee caucuses. On August 3, 1977, my name was placed in nomination at the convention. I was endorsed and then set loose to become known to the 68,000 populace of the town of West Hartford. In the next three months I found this task the most exhilarating, exhausting and altogether exceptional experience I have ever encountered. There is no better way to learn the workings of politics and human nature in so encapsulated a time.

My days and evenings took on a non-stop routine of preparing campaign strategy, press releases, organization of volunteers, research of facts, personal appearances and speaking engagements at fund-raisers, coffee groups, panel discussions and debates, as well as door-to-door campaigning, distributing brochures at supermarkets and shopping centers and waving to passing motorists at 7:00 A.M.

Although I had the campaign support of hundreds of volunteers, I felt many times that I was on a long, lonely road, alone.

I found that the key to success in relating to groups was to know where people were coming from. I rediscovered my leadership role in sensitivity training and group process as a "must" factor in controlling sometimes hostile group discussions. My personal rules were to know the facts, analyze and evaluate, listen and assess the questions and most importantly, remember at all times who I was.

Having won a four-year seat on the seven-member Board of Education is an awesome responsibility. Setting policy for the educational future of nearly 10,000 students in 18 schools so that they have the opportunity to meet their greatest potential, while remaining fiscally responsible to the taxpayers puts a heavy burden on the shoulders of all Board Members in these forthcoming years of declining enrollment and increasing per pupil costs.

West Hartford operates on an educational budget of $23 million, nearly 60% of the total Town budget and spends the greatest per pupil amount of dollars in the State of Connecticut. For a great many years, West Hartford has been looked to as a leader in the education of American youth. I have been given and have accepted the challenge of keeping that reputation a reality.

Katherine Lamonakis Batsis has participated in a time-shared sabbatical in residence at her school in New Jersey for the 1977-78 school year. She will keep us all up to date on this team-teaching research program for fourth through sixth graders.

Phyllis Mishkin Fentin is a real estate broker in New York for Merritt Associates, Inc. Her two children are growing up fast — Dina is 10, and Teddy is 5. The family lives in Harrison, New York.

Sandra Feinstein Rogers reports that the family has shortened their name from Radjounsky to Rogers. Sandy and husband, Moshe, are proud of their new addition, Barry Andrew Rogers, who was born on the last day of school in June. 1977. Sandy and Moshe have a new home in Marblehead, Massachusetts, and welcome all visitors.

Susan Brown Smith and her husband, John F. Smith III, an attorney, live with their three sons (the most recent born last March, named Peter), in Philadelphia. Susan conducts walking historical architectural tours of that fascinating city.

Constance Murphy Treen of Attleboro, MA, has been tutoring in the Stevenson Language Skills Program which incorporates associated learning techniques into every facet of instruction in reading, vocabulary building, spelling, penmanship, grammar and typing. Reports Connie, "The program has special appeal for students of any age."

Martha Lovering Vitek was married 11 years ago to John, who is a research metalurgist. Martha and John, together with Christopher J. and Sarah A., born in 1970 and 1973 respectively, live in Cheshire, Connecticut.

Rosalyn Helfetz Abrams and her husband are glad to announce the arrival of their third son, Daniel Jason, born September 5, 1977. He joins his brothers Mark, 6, and Jonathan, 3, in West Newton, Massachusetts.

Ellen Herwitt Atkins, is another trained educator somewhat removed from the teaching profession but this time not from the world of children. Ellen is the proprietor of a children's clothing store in Teaneck, N.J. She also has three children of her own, all girls: Rachel, Beth and Sarah.

Susan Kravets Greenstein, who had an article about her wall murals published in the New England Magazine of the Boston Globe, is fully engaged as an artist while her husband is self-employed as a business consultant. They and their children, Emily, 3, and Brandon, 6, live in Wellesley, MA.

Karen Berenson Harsfield and her husband, Jeff, who live in Canton, MA, where Jeff is a hospital administrator, announced the birth of a son, Craig, on May 12, '78 who joined sister Beth, 8, and brother Scott, 4.

Carolyn Bourne Kronegold is the new receptionist in her husband Chuck's recently-opened ophthalmology office in Livingston, New Jersey. Carolyn finds it a far move from teaching neurologically impaired youngsters. Carolyn and Chuck have moved to Oakdale Avenue in Milburn, NJ.

1978 Reunion Photos
Class photographs in 5x7 are available at $2.50 each and may be purchased through the Alumni Office.

Paula Lawson Miller, whose husband is a Washington, D.C. attorney, has news of her three children, Neal, 4, Allison, nearly 2, and Larry, 7. Paula is busy teaching her children at home, at a co-op nursery school and a local elementary school.

Vivian Vaccaro Nelson and her husband, Bill, proudly announce the birth of their first child, a son, Eric Robert, born on January 24, 1978. The Nelsons are presently residing in Foxboro, Massachusetts.

Linda Cotton Nore is doing some substitute teaching in Northboro, MA, where she lives with her husband, Norman, and son, Seth, age 3.

Lois Rosen Older and her family are living in Tampa, Florida, and love the sunshine. Lois's husband is an ophthalmologist, three-quarters in a solo practice and one-quarter associated with the University of South Florida Medical Center. Lois is a busy homemaker, with a son of eight, and a daughter, age six and a half.

Ellen Kramer Rachlis is now employed as an elementary guidance counselor by the Charles County Public Schools in Maryland, and is enjoying her new home in Alexandria, Virginia. Ellen's husband is a transportation economist with the U.S. General Accounting Office.

Ellen Suskind was married in July, 1978 to William Waldron, a graduate of Union College, now self-employed. Ellen plans to continue working as a fifth grade teacher for the Somerset public schools while living in Woburn.

Beverly Tash recently became engaged to Eric Brasfield, an attorney associated with the firm of Bergson, Borkland, Margolis and Adler in Washington, DC. Beverly is employed as a special resource teacher at the Summit Lodge in the popular ski area. Beverly is president of the Shelburne Women's Club and both Buckwalter are active in community affairs.

They have a son and a daughter, Sarah, 4, and Brad, 11/2.

Janice M. Sarno Doran taught for 7 years in an open classroom setting in Medford, MA, before the birth of a son. She lives with her husband, Jim, general manager of a cutlery firm, and their little boy in Medford. Janice is planning to return to graduate school very soon.

Andrea Nordin Driscoll, active as an artist, has had a one woman show in her hometown of Worcester and another exhibit in Boston on Lewis Wharf. She and her lawyer husband are the parents of one daughter. Erica, age 3.

Shirley Culgin Drury reports that as a mother and homemaker, she is somehow busier than ever before. Shirley has two sons: David, 8, and Craig, 4.

Rosanne Sachs Ezer has been living in Chesire, Connecticut, for seven years with her husband and two children; Emily, 3, and Brandon, 6, live in Wellesley, MA.

Deborah Wainer Abrahams and her husband, Mark, recently became the parents of a son, Matthew Aaron, born May 12, 1977. Debbi's currently a half-time instructor at Assumption Graduate School in Worcester. Mark is Assistant to the State Comptroller for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Ellen Ruland Buckwalter and her husband, David, are living the rural life as innkeepers in Killington, VT. Together they operate the Summit Lodge in the popular ski area. Ellen is president of the Shelburne Women's Club and both Buckwalter are active in community affairs.

They have a son and a daughter, Sarah, 4, and Brad, 11/2.
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Lois Feinberg Miller and her husband, Robert, live in Clearwater, FL. Lois is a learning specialist at Morton Plant Hospital in Clearwater where she piloted a program to diagnose and remedy learning problems. Says Lois, "...in a hospital setting it's quite a unique experience after being in a school classroom all these years."

Marjorie David Rahn took an advanced degree from Glassboro State College, N.J., and is busy substitute teaching in the Cherry Hills, NJ, elementary school system.

Patricia J. Raskin has a new job and a new address. She is living in Bridgewater, MA, and is a Guidance Counselor in the Taunton Public School. She works with kindergarten and preschoolers and with parents as well. She is also involved in placement for Special Needs children and does testing and indirect counseling with this group.

Nancy Dean Ross has moved far away from the teaching profession to become a real estate agent in the Washington, D.C., area. Lauren, who will be two in February, is the only child of Nancy and her attorney husband.

Marjorie Green Segel became the mother of Andrew Robert on July 22, 1977. He joins sisters Lori Deborah, 5 and Lisa Ann, 3. Marjorie's family lives in Burlington, Massachusetts. They have recently opened a women's discount clothing store called, "Ms. Monney-penny's."

Jane Carol Rossegue Shubert and her husband welcomed the birth of their first child, a daughter, Kenyon Rose Shubert, on December 28, 1976. At last report, Jane was working as a reader for a Los Angeles Pierce College. Instructor due to her confinement with Kenyon Rose. Jane's husband is working at U.C.L.A. Hospital.

Lois Leventhal Hewes of Albuquerque, NM, sends news of the birth of her first child, Hilary Anne Hewes, last August 12.

Michelle Kozinets has resumed use of her maiden name. Living in Manchester, Connecticut, she is an eighth-grade math teacher at Bennet Junior High School, where she has been involved with mainstreaming activities for the last three years. Michelle is working on her master's degree in curriculum, and is involved in interior decorating and restaurant managing as second careers.

"Living and working on our ancient house in rural Rhode Island keeps us very busy," says Elizabeth George Latham. Four-year-old Joanna contributes, too. Husband, Jeff, is finishing up a three-year medical residency and is heading toward a career in cardiology.

Karen Hay Hecht Sandolsky has just entered a new and exciting phase of work as a freelance typist for court reporters at the Superior Court in Dedham, Massachusetts. Her son, Adam, ten years old in June, has become a Cub Scout and is more than halfway through his second year in Hebrew School.

Carole Kazanjian Smith and her husband have a new daughter, Jennifer Leigh, born in September, 1975. She reports she is thoroughly enjoying motherhood. Carole's husband is an attorney in private practice; the family recently bought a new home in Troy, N.Y.

Marilyn Nesson Smith has given up for the present teaching Special Needs Children to take care of her first child, a son named Craig. Elizabeth Benoit Tougher reports the birth of her second child, Megan Elizabeth, April 11, 1978. The new baby makes two along with brother Ryan, now two years old.
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Lisa Kline Aframe gave birth to her second son, Craig Adam, on December 30, 1977. The family lives in Stoughton, Massachusetts, where Lisa's husband is an administrator for Idak Convalescent Centers, Inc.

Diane Glucksman Byrne is working as a hospital volunteer and is in the process of developing her own business in the culinary arts of pastries and desserts.

Marcy Goldman Cohen, living with her attorney husband and two sons in Derby, CT, is working on her Master's degree in Counseling.

Harriet Rifkin Fingeroth reports that Ari Saul joined sisters Tanya and Toby on May 10, 1977. The family is all doing well, and Harriet is enrolled as a part-time CAGS student at Lesley Institute of education. Husband, Rick, is almost through his residency in orthopedic surgery at Harvard Hospitals. The family lives in Newton, Massachusetts.

Gwen Kotzen Fisher was teaching kindergarten in Rye Town, NY, until June, 1977. Her first child, Alexander Douglas Fisher, was born November 2, 1977. Husband, Marty, is an attorney in Port Chester.
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Carole Kazanjian Smith and her husband have a new daughter, Jennifer Leigh, born in September, 1975. She reports she is thoroughly enjoying motherhood. Carole's husband is an attorney in private practice; the family recently bought a new home in Troy, N.Y.

Marilyn Nesson Smith has given up for the present teaching Special Needs Children to take care of her first child, a son named Craig. Elizabeth Benoit Tougher reports the birth of her second child, Megan Elizabeth, April 11, 1978. The new baby makes two along with brother Ryan, now two years old.
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Nancy Swenson Abercorn (G) published a book of poetry and photographs this year, and additional work will be published in an art journal late this spring. Nancy is living in Bristol, Rhode Island.

Carol Hamer Alecky, her husband, an electrical engineer with the Stone & Webster Co. of Boston and their two sons, Jeffrey William, 3, and Gregory Allan, born July 14, 1978, are living in Reading, MA.

Margaret (Magee) Tyler Citerone acknowledges the arrival (in September '77) of Nicole Marie to join her brother Andrew, age 3.

Jean Schulman Dougan has retired after six years of teaching to raise her first child, Rachel Anne, born June 23, 1977. Her husband, Bob, has joined the Warner-Lambert company as manager of financial analysis, and the family has moved from Oklahoma to Morristown, New Jersey.

Rochelle DiStefano Geiger, a 3rd grade teacher with the Waterford Board of Education lives with her family, husband and young son, Michael, in New London, CT.

Betsy Drew McCall Hale became the mother of her first child, a son, Andrew Munroe Hale, born October 20, 1976. The family lives in Arlington, Massachusetts, and Betsy's husband works for G.P. Hale Fish Company of Boston.

Jennie Fong Lee is busy mothering Melissa Anne, born on her husband's birthday in October, 1976. Jennie's husband is enrolled as a graduate student at Stanford University's Business School and the family lives in Escondido Village in Stanford, CT.

Mary Metcalfe was married to Don Patton in Newton, Massachusetts in December, 1976. The couple moved to Springfield, Ohio, where Mary is the coordinator of Adult Re-entry Programs at Clark Technical College and admissions counselor. Don is president of Patton Safety Products, Inc., headquartered in Springfield.

Frances Nonni is busy with two jobs—taking care of her 18-month-old son and teaching the third grade at the Longfellow School in Cambridge, MA.

From East Pepperell, Massachusetts, Jeanne Perkins reports that she is working as an activities therapist for the Child Development Team on Pediatrics at Emerson Hospital in Concord, Massachusetts.

Joan Hermann Powell retreated from the teaching profession after six years in the classroom at St. John, MA, teaching 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grades. She had her first child, a daughter, in September, 1977, and since then has been busy setting up a resource room and teaching children in a private kindergarten in Framingham, MA.

Sherilyn Jan Rosenberg has been teaching sixth grade for four years at the Harry L. Bain School in West New York, New Jersey. She says she loves every minute of it.

Having completed an M.Ed. in reading and language arts at the University of Vermont in 1977, Linn S. Wilson is now employed as Reading Coordinator for Windham Central Supervisory Union serving students K-12 in ten schools located in southeastern rural ski country of Vermont. Linn finds her job very challenging and quite a change from being a classroom teacher. Her job includes observation, testing and diagnosis of children with reading/learning problems; consultation with teachers on curriculum; in-service training, workshops, and courses; serving as a model teacher for introducing alternative methods on instruction and as a member of Pupil Personnel Team. If that weren't enough to keep anyone busy, Linn is still actively involved with Vermont's Right to Read Program, Vermont Council on Reading, and the New England Reading Association.

Deborah Ohlsson Worth has moved back to Massachusetts. She is living in West Billerica and would love to hear from any of her classmates in the area.
After six years of teaching in Brooklyn, New York, Geraldine Castronovo will soon move to Houston, Texas, to a new teaching position, and a new way of life.

Susan Wolfe Elmore took a year's sabbatical leave from her second grade teaching job to attend Boston University Graduate School, where she is earning an M.Ed. with specialization in elementary math education.

Nancy Coyne Glazer and her husband, a chemist with the Pfizer Company, living in Waterford, CT, happily report the birth of Adam Jeremy, March 19, 1978.

Jeremy, a primary school remedial opportunity center in Victoria, Australia, where her husband works as art director and commercial artist for Geoff Neri Advertising. Ellen and her husband visited Ellen's family in Milton, Massachusetts in August and September, 1977, and Ellen was able to show her husband Boston, Cambridge, and Lesley! He was impressed with all three, and Ellen thought Lesley's new campus was incredible. On the way back to Australia, a two-day stop in Hawaii was quite a treat. Since leaving Lesley, Ellen has earned a M.S. in remedial-developmental reading from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

In Lynn, Massachusetts, Cheryl Ann Young Schwartz is on leave of absence from teaching grades five and six to mother her new baby boy, Mark Israel, born July 1, 1977. Husband Arthur is a periodontist in Stoneham, Massachusetts.

Joan Schwartz Smith returned to the Boston-Cambridge area from New York City with her husband, an electrical engineer, where they are living in Natick. Joan is a Resource Room teacher in the Needham Public School System.

Linnea Turner was married on July 7, 1977, to Odgen Food Corporation. After teaching second grade for four years on Mt. Desert Island in Maine, she is now working at Babson College in Wellesley and enjoying the change. Linnea and her husband live in Newton, Massachusetts.

Miriam Finklestein Berkelhammer taught third grade in Pittsburgh, where she also completed a master's degree at the University of Pittsburgh. She is now living in Providence, Rhode Island, with her husband, Robert, an attorney.

Eugenia Zanetos Buba and her husband, marketing manager with the Digital Equipment Corporation, are living in Jamaica Plain, MA, with their first born child, Jonathan. Eugenia is a Special Needs Teacher in the Lowell Public School System.

Martha Whelan DeVos is expecting her first child in October. She is a kindergarten teacher in the Plymouth Public Schools and her husband is an instructor at Johnson and Wales College in Providence, Rhode Island. Marnie and her husband live in Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Joyce McCarthy Gigante and husband, Chuck, had their first child on November 22, 1977 — a son named Charles Richard, Jr. Chuck is a nutrition specialist at Baxter Travelen Laboratories, and the family plans to soon move to the North Shore area of Boston. They are presently living in Groton, Massachusetts.

Laurel Bowker Kime announces the birth of her second child, Randy Edward, who was born May 6, 1977 to join sister Stacey, now three. Laurel's husband, Michael, works for Honeywell, and the family lives in Nashua, New Hampshire. Laurel sends a special "hello" to Laurie-Jo Greller.

At last word, Charlotte Krupp Lerch was living in Mansfield, Massachusetts in a new home, and was working in a Title I, K-2 program in Norwood, Massachusetts. Her first child was born in March.

From Lynbrook, New York, Lois Hertzberg Nevitt reports, "Now we are three!" Lindsay Jill arrived July 11, 1977. Lois is busy at home, and husband, Bob, is an accountant.

Susan Solmonson was married August 20, 1977 to Darrell Ross, Harvard Law, '72. Susan is a first-grade teacher in Weymouth, Massachusetts, and her husband owns Ross-Simons Jewelers in Rhode Island. The couple presently lives in Providence, and plans to move to a new home in July.

Laura Tinker married Francis Sexton, Jr. on July 1, 1978. Laura is a special needs instructor in the Chelmsford Public Schools.

Tips for Teaching

A new feature is slated to begin with the next issue of The Current, entitled "Teaching Tips." It will consist of short items on teaching techniques which you have used successfully and are willing to share with your fellow Lesleyans. Why not sit down now and send along that great idea that has worked for you?

Beth Zatschni Waldo is living in Olivette, Missouri, with husband, Philip, a physician, and two daughters: Maani, and Lauren, born January 20, 1977.

Theodora Elkinton Waring is still living in Cambridge, where she has completed training as a hospital chaplain. She looks forward to becoming a staff chaplain in the near future.

Sally Brenner Willis is very busy with an 3-year-old son named Aaron Lester. The family lives in Portland, Maine.

Emma R. Zimmerman completed her degree work at Babson College and is now an accountant at American Fidelity in Newton, MA.

Christina Frost Booth was married in 1975 to Stephen Bayley Booth, a graduate of Boston University, class of '74. She spent 1976 teaching first grade in an American school in Saudi Arabia. Christina and Stephen returned to the U.S. in 1977 for the birth of their first daughter, Gretchen Anna, and are now living in Diamond Bar, California where Stephen has joined the CPA firm of Booth and Booth.

Pamela Caragianes Christodoulou and her husband recently bought their first home in Belmont and are very happy. Pamela is a home/hospital teacher in the Bureau of Pupil Services, Cambridge School Department, and her husband is an attorney with the firm of Burns and Levinson. Pamela sends special congratulations and best wishes to Leslie GToole McMahon '76 and her new husband.

Martha Louise Grodd DeMoss is presently working for the Yukon, Oklahoma, Public School System as a Helping Hands Volunteer plus doing some substitute teaching. Martha hopes to obtain a full-time teaching position in the near future in the Yukon schools. She invites all friends to write.

Lora A. Evans presented papers at two separate seminars dealing with education of the Deaf and Blind at the First World Congress on Future Special Education. The Congress was held at the University of Stirling in Scotland.

Jan R. Fogel will be teaching English as a Second Language at the Tennoji English Academy in Osaka, Japan, beginning in April, 1978. She got the job all on her own, by writing to the school. Jan says she is both nervous and excited about spending a year working and living in Japan.

Anne Johnson Gilford keeps getting confused with another Anne Johnson who was in the class of '73. (We'll make every effort to straighten it out Anne!) This Anne ('74) is a student at the National College of Education and lives with her attorney husband in Evanston, IL.

Janie S. Glantz is paradoxically, "a permanent substitute" in the Mt. Vernon, NY, public school system. She is also working on her Master's degree in Early Childhood Education at the College of New Rochelle in New York.
Beverly Uze Greenblatt:  
Teaching Through Poetry

Which of the following selections do you think young readers would enjoy the most?

Prose:
The wet, slippery skin, so hard to grasp and hold on to, has saved the life of many a frog.

Poetry:
Most frogs are brown or green or grey.  
They always have wet skin —
A sticky liquid covers it  
To keep the wetness in.

A frog swims faster when it’s wet
Than when its skin is dry.
When people try to grab a frog,
They have to try and try.

Beverly Uze Greenblatt (’74G) author of the above lines, describes for Current readers how she came to be a freelance writer of children’s materials.

As an elementary classroom teacher, I found that young children had more fun reading poetry — with a definite rhyme and rhythm — than they did reading prose. How many times have you been around a child who has just learned a song, a TV jingle, or a Mother Goose poem. She, he repeats it so many times that you find yourself in the shower singing, “I like my chicken finger-lickin’ good…”

Rhyme and rhythm are two elements that grab hold of our memories and won’t let go. Their cohesiveness is comforting. As a child, I found comfort in creating my own rhymes and rhythms. My poetry was an expression of personal feelings and of people and situations around me. As I matured, my childhood feelings and memories became less intense, yet they were never forgotten. What became more intense was my desire to teach and to personally communicate with young children.

I decided to study for a degree in Elementary Education. My classroom experience with first and second graders led to a Masters degree in Reading from Lesley in 1974. It was then that I decided to combine my feelings for children, educational background, and writing experience. I wanted to create my own teaching tools, preferably through the use of poetry. Thus, I became a free-lance writer of children’s educational materials.

For my first project, I wrote about insects because, sooner or later, most kids come into contact with insects. The resulting science poems became An Introduction to Insects. I had as much fun doing the research for these poems as I hope children will have reading them.

Another endeavor is a set of 10 colorfully illustrated classroom posters. Each poster introduces and reinforces — through verse — basic capitalization and punctuation rules, such as capital letters, periods, and abbreviations. As a freelance writer, my skills are for hire. My objective is to teach by combining rhyme and rhythm with colorful images, situations familiar to children, and interesting illustrations. I feel that instructional poetry can be used in almost any area of education, such as science, social studies, health, history, and language arts; poetry can be conveyed through many avenues, including basal readers, science kits, posters, fact sheets, filmstrips, television, trade books and newsletters.

Learning through poetry can be a stimulating, pleasurable experience. Hopefully, more and more teachers will utilize this teaching method.

(CAPITALIZATION AND PUNCTUATION POSTERS are available through Curriculum Associates, Inc., Woburn, MA 01801.)

Beverly Uze Greenblatt, ’74G
Christine Cannell Jones is busy in Wakefield, Massachusetts with young daughter Jennifer Marie. She works for Bekins Moving and Storage Company, and her husband is an L.P.N. with the U.S. Army.

Carol Lariviére is back teaching second grade at Newmarket Central School in Newmarket, New Hampshire, after taking a year off from teaching to work at the University of New Hampshire. Carol says she couldn't wait to get back into the field, and is enjoying her second grade class very much.

Mary Yee Nicholas, living in Brooklyn, NY, with her husband, a lawyer, finds good use for her Lesley education doing substitute teaching at the Hamilton-Madison Child Care Center for children ages 3 to 10. Mary also teaches a "Good News Club," a weekly one hour bible class of about 20 to 30 children.

Jill Collier Robinson is a resource teacher in North Granby, CT, where she lives with her husband who is a production manager with Robinson Restorers.

Kim Siegler Schaffer has been living in Acton, Massachusetts, working as a junior high school resource teacher in the Billerica school system. Kim's husband is employed as a CPA by Arthur Young and Company.

Penny Schwartz is teaching fifth grade in Northeast School, Stamford, Connecticut. She was married in September, 1977, to Lawrence Judelson, a computer systems analyst for Citibank, New York. The couple lives in White Plains, New York.

Catherine Leigh Myers Shaffer is working as a computer systems analyst for the same company and her husband is an associate professor at Temple University and Children's Hospital.

Susan Sheftel Shaw is working part-time in marketing research. She and her husband live in Framingham, Massachusetts.

Carol B. Siegel received her M.Ed. in counseling psychology from Tufts University in May, 1977. She is now working as a school psychologist at the elementary level in the Braintree school system.

Joan Zack Swansburg, presently of Peabody, Massachusetts, had a baby boy, John Richard, on September 22, 1977. Joan's husband, Jack, is self-employed in the roofing and sheet-metal business.

Susan Tapper is teaching fourth grade at Winthrop at the Willis School. Susan lives in Winthrop, Massachusetts.

Nancy Zuber has left the teaching profession, though not entirely, since she is teaching people the best way to travel. Living in Houston, TX, she is a travel agent.

'75

Jane Aibel is now at the Community Center for Children with Special Learning Disabilities in West Newton, Massachusetts, where she has become principal after teaching there for two years. She loves her new job with its greater responsibilities and more variety in the things she does.

Joyce M. Abrams was married on August 27, 1977 to Bruce A. Ball, in the electrical supply business. The couple is living in Huntington, New York.

Karen Plant Bonora is teaching third grade in Stamford, Connecticut. Her husband, John, recently received his MBA from Harvard in financial analysis. They live in Stamford.

Jane E. Chunie is living in Washington, CT, and is a learning disabilities specialist in the New Milford Public Schools System. She entered the Doctorate Program in School Psychology at Duke University.

Jane Beth Clayton of Concord, MA, is a school adjustment counselor at the community center school for children with special learning disabilities. She completed her Master's in Counseling at the Institute of Open Education at the Antioch Graduate Center, August 12, '78.

Meredith Leonard, living in Wayland, MA, is completing her Master's Degree work while at the same time serving as a Chapter 766 tutor in the Waltham Public Schools.

Lynne Abramowitz was married in April, 1977, to Stuart Lundy of Philadelphia, a self-employed attorney. Lynne is working as a special education teacher at the Parkway Day School, and living in Radnor with her new husband.

Susan Mayhew has been director of the Warwick Day Care Center in Warwick, New York, since January 1976. She finds the job extremely exciting and challenging. Susan invites any Lesley alumni in the area to visit the center.

Carol Bradley Moore is a resource teacher at the Mendell School in Roxbury, MA. She is enrolled in the Generic Teacher Training Program at Simmons College and will have her M.Ed at the end of the 78-79 academic year. Carol's husband, John, is director of the Acute Day Hospital S.C.F Mental Health Center.

Sandra Leigh Ruoff was married over a year ago to Thomas Lollini, an architect in Ham- burg, NY, on December 27, 1977. Prior to that, Sandra had been a substitute teacher in the San Francisco, CA, School System.

Mary Labieniec Scarrozzo has been married since November 1975. She is teaching a self-contained learning disabilities class in Middlefield, Connecticut while living in Haddam, CT. Her husband is a sales correspondent for Fafnir Bearing Company of New Britain, CT.

Karen F. Lewis was married to Charles A. Smerage on August 6, 1977. She is a teacher of special needs at Whittier Regular Vocational Technical High School and her husband is a senior technician with Xerox Corporation. The couple lives in Middleton, Massachusetts.

Elizabeth Kerrigan Snell and Leslie Glenn have opened The School of Conceptual Art on West 85 Street in New York City. Elizabeth says it is a real challenge. Husband, Balso, is about to have a new book published on Thomas Jefferson. They have a little boy, named Bosco.

Katherine Kiernan Sosnowski is living in Salem, Massachusetts with husband, John Paul. She is teaching third grade at the Cove School in Beverly.

Debra Prizer Dickson was married on November 18, 1977 to Edward Samuel Sperring. The couple lives in Medford, New Jersey, where Debra is a nursery school teacher at the Octagon of Learning and her husband is a sales representative for Phoenix Mutual life insurance company.

Sharon Berger Weiler, living in Wilmington Delaware, is another Lesley graduate who has left the teaching field. She and her husband, who have their first child (born in April '78) are the owner operators of two florists shops in Wilmington, DE.

'76

Maud Anderson is enjoying her second year of teaching in the Primary Unit of the Independent Day School in Middlefield, Connecticut. She lives in Rockfall, CT.

Joni M. Bass married Charles R. Brown on April 16. Joni recently published an article concerned with Jewish Education for Children with Special needs in Alternatives in Religious Education, a California journal. Joni will be editing a column in the same magazine entitled "Special Needs Forum," and she welcomes questions and ideas concerning this rapidly-growing area in Special Education. Joni may be reached at Temple Isaiah in Lexington, Massachusetts, where she is currently Director of Special Needs Education for Temples Isaiah and Emunah of Lexington.

Karen Braucher was married recently to Roger Paul Tobin and began her teaching career along with her married life. She enjoys being a sixth grade teacher at the Ravenscroft Middle School in Raleigh, North Carolina. Karen's husband is a computer programmer employed by Data General Corporation.

Ellie Cookin is living in Beacon, New York and works as a learning disabilities teacher in a junior high school resource center in Wappingers Falls, New York.

Help Wanted

Our collection of Class Notes is at an all-time low. Have you done anything of interest to your friends at Lesley? Do you know about any other Lesley alumni who have been in the news lately? Please drop us a line or use the handy form on the inside back cover.
Newsmaker Mary Aram

The following story appeared in the Melrose Free Press, October, 1977:

When Mary Aram ('76G) starts talking about all her projects, i.e., special needs teacher, author, working mother, hostess, she makes it all sound easy. Her quiet, uncluttered manner belies a very busy lady. She's the kind of person who, when jokingly asked, “What do you do in your spare time?” starts to tell you.

In addition to teaching a class of perceptually handicapped youngsters at Andover's Bancroft Elementary School, she is conducting a course in “Math for Elementary Teachers” at Lesley's Graduate School and has recently authored a special workbook for elementary youngsters who have trouble with math. It has been distributed to elementary schools nationally.

Mary has long specialized in helping children with particular learning disabilities. Her teaching philosophy developed during her years in inner-city schools in Rochester, N.Y., and Birmingham, AL, where many of the children in her classes were culturally deprived. If they weren't having success she made a special effort to find appropriate materials that would make the subject meaningful.

At one point a few years ago, when she was teaching a K-1 class, her supervisor suggested she use lots of “manipulatives” to teach beginning work with numbers. Her book, Learning to Add and Subtract Numbers 1-10 grew out of experiments along these lines. It relies on the use of objects the children can pick up and move around their papers, i.e., beads, buttons, tiny blocks, dominoes, pennies, crayons and dice. Mary says her book differs from other elementary math programs primarily in this use of manipulatives and the “multi-sensory” approach to math.

Learning to Add and Subtract Numbers 1-10, published by Educators Publishing Service, Inc., of Cambridge, MA, contains 68 worksheet masters and 143 lessons with detailed instructions for the worksheet, and suggests how teachers can develop supplementary lessons and materials for themselves.

Mary Aram is married to Melrose orthodontist Dr. Ali Aram, and lives in Andover, MA, with her two daughters.

Dorothy Williams Goodman has happy news. She got married in December, 1976 to Bryan Goodman, so now her children Ginnie and Michael have a stepfather. Dorothy herself has three new stepsisters. Predictably, she says her life is now very active and full of constant comings and goings. Dorothy is a sixth grade teacher in a middle school in Merrimack, New Hampshire, where the family lives. Her husband was a student at Boston University and graduated in special education in May, 1978.

Laura Arens was married to William J. Haley, III, a banker at Chemical Bank, New York City. Laura is a production coordinator for MacMillan Publishing Company. The couple lives in New Rochelle, New York.

Paula H. Johnson is teaching third grade in Lisbon, Connecticut, and is enjoying it very much. She is working part time on a masters degree at the University of Connecticut while living in Norwich.

Wendie Susan Kaster is living in Sudbury, Massachusetts. She is head teacher at Lincoln Community Children's Center.

Lynn A. Solover Massa is another Lesley graduate putting to good use her Lesley training as a Special Education teacher in the Sussex-Wantage Schools in New Jersey. She and her husband Robert were married July 2, 1978, and are living in Hamburg, NJ, where Bob is a realtor.
Marriages

Joyce M. Abrams '75, Bruce A. Ball
Lynn Abramowitz '75, Stuart Lundy
Laura Jean Abern '76, William Joseph Haley, III
Janine M. Allard '76, Christopher B. Lee
Rose Arnone '77G, Peter M. Cibula
Marilyn Barbara Beckman '75G, Matthew Richard Laminik
Donna Lynn Bialer '76, Robert Stanley Dankner
Michael C. Bider, III '77G, Joanne Papaceno
Donna Lynn Bialer, '76, Robert Stanley Dankner
Rose Arnone '77G, Peter M. Cibula
Laura Jean Abern '76, William Joseph Haley, III
Janine M. Allard '76, Christopher B. Lee
Gail Robin Feldman '77, Hadley B. Wilkinson
Patricia A. Fay '76G, Wayne R. Dimetres
Joanne Marie D'Mattia '75G, Albert C. Crooker
Mary Jean Cushman '77, David J. Pavlik
Valerie Marie Delynn '76, Jeffrey Mark Herman
Debra Jean Davis '77, David L. Sullivan
Daryl Wheaton Denison '77, William Ernest Popp
Susan Louise DePiano '76, William Gene Breslin
Debra Prizer Dickson '75, Edward Samuel Spering
Amy Teresa Doherty '69, Bruce Richard Carson
Marybeth Donahue '75, Wayne Joseph Welch
Nan Lewis Durivan '77, Julio Murillo
Joanne Marie D'Mattia '75G, Albert C. Crooker
Patricia A. Fay '76G, Wayne R. Dimetres
Gail Robin Feldman '77, Hadley B. Wilkinson
Anita Sue Flamer '77, Mark J. Steiman
Marlene Frances Froman '74, Randall Stephen Cohen
Audrey Ann Furze '52, Charles deStark
Livia Geltzer '73, Mark Stephen Vogel
Diane M. Genco '77, Gene J. Schaefer
Rebecca F. Gummere '76G, David E. Hall
Wendy Melissa Hayes '68, Larry Houston Manton
Evangeline D. Harris '76G, Manuel W. Stefanakis
Susan Jean MacLusky '65, John Michael Monticone
Melinda Anne Miller '75, Keith James Peden
Barry Nelson '77G, Claire Friedman
Susan Carvajal Nelson '71, Frederick Floyd Nagle
Myraine Joyce Perkes '74, Robert S. Merowitz
Anita Rhona Perry '75G, Robert B. Laughlin
Jeanette Francine Pierce '77G, James S. Bastien
Julie Raskin '77G, Mark Berenberg
Sandra Leigh Rouf '75, Thomas LoVinci
Debra R. Schwartz '77, Scott A. Yellin
Penny Schwartz '74, James Tenaglia
Jill Beth Shuman '77, Bruce Talbot Novick
Deborah Ruth Solomon '72, Edward P. Christian Jr.
Susan Solomonson '73, Darrell S. Ross
Diana L. Soule '76G, Charles A. Seifert
Gretchen Sulis '77, James A. Vieira
Nancy Sullivan '73, Frederick C. Campbell
Mary Joan Tannahill '75, Christopher Peter Scarvalas
Kristina M. Tikeiis '77, Perry S. Hanges
Linnea Ellen Turner '72, Michael M. Messinger
Ellen Cushing Weathers '73, Glenn Boker Hudson
Andrea A. Wiles '61, James Tenaglia
Dorothy Williams '76G, Bryan Goodman
Marie Christine Zappala '75G, John Galbraith Steward

Births

Deborah Wainer Abrahams '69 (Mark), boy, Matthew Aaron, May 12, 1977
Rosalyne Heifetz Abrams '67 (Philip), boy, Daniel Jason, Sept. 3, 1977
Lisa Kline Aiframe '70 (Jeffrey), boy, Craig Adam, Dec. 30, 1977
Carol Hamer Aleskey '71 (William), boy, Gregory Allan, July 14, 1977
Tina Brodsky Bellet '68 (David), girl, Suzanne Beth, Dec. 7, 1977
Adrienne Ruth Stavis Bemark '69 (Fred), girl, Amber Bay, Feb. 5, 1978
Mitzi Finkelstein Beckelhammer '73 (Robert), girl, Jessi Lyn, Sept. 8, 1977
Christina Frost Booth '74 (Stephen), girl, Gretchen Anna, 1977
Abigail Johnson Buhrle '73G (Dick), boy, Eric Russell, Aug. 31, 1976
Jean Schulman Dougan '71 (Robert), girl, Rachel Ann, June 23, 1977
Patricia Ives Dunnig '67 (John), girl, Shannon Elicia, Jan. 7, 1978
Ruth Lilien Fay '69 (Fred), girl, Bambi North, Feb. 15, 1977
Rebekah Hoffman Farber '67 (Jerry), boy, Daniel Jay, Dec. 1977
Harriet Rifkin Fingeroth '70 (Richard), boy, Ari Saul, May 10, 1977

Current Obituaries

Marie Heroy Douglass '17
Alice Louise Murphy Carley '24
Mary Josephine Sherman Johnson '24
Katherine Clasby Beeg '25
Marion E. Tillson Holt '27
Kathleen J. O'Brien '27
Frances Ash Fowley '29
Althea Sears Eldridge '30
Alice B. Sullivan Harrington '30
S. Frances Marden '32
Mary (Betty) Kerr Foss '34
Dorothy E. Sharples, Lesley Art Director, 1943-62

Gwen Katzen Fisher '70 (Marty), boy, Alexander Douglas, Nov. 2, 1977
Joyce McCarthy Gigante '73 (Chuck), boy, Charles Richard, Jr., Nov. 22, 1977
Betsy Drew McCall Hale '71 (Glenn), boy, Andrew Munroe, Oct. 20, 1976
Christine Connolly Jones '74 (L. Barton), girl, Jennifer Marie
Laurelann Bowker Kime '73 (Michael), boy, Randy Edward, May 6, 1977
Carolee Gott Mountcastle '64 (Donald Bailey), boy, Andrew MacDonald, March 28, 1978
Lois Hertzberg Nevitt '73 (Bob), girl, Lindsay Jill, July 11, 1977
Joan Hermann Powell '71 (Peter), girl, Bethany Lynn, Sept. 22, 1977
Sandra Feimstei (Radousky) Rogers '66 (Moshe), boy, Barry Andrew, June, 1977.
Cheryl Ann Young Schwartz '72 (Arthur), boy, Mark Israel, July 1, 1977
Marjorie Green Segel '69 (Ralph), boy, Andrew Robert, July 22, 1977
Jane Carol Resquieu Shubert '69, (Dennis), girl, Kenyon Rose, Dec. 28, 1976
Elizabeth Kerrigan Snell '75 (Balso), boy, Bosco
Francee Sigal Solomon '67 (Dick), girl, Lisa, May, 1977
Joan Zack Swansburg '74 (Jack), boy, John Richard, Sept. 22, 1977
Elizabeth Benoit Tougher '70 (William), girl, Melanor Elizabeth, April 11, 1978
LESLEY COLLEGE CHAIRS!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Chair</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Captain's Chair (Cherry Arms)</td>
<td>$88.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain's Chair (Black Arms)</td>
<td>$85.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Rocker (Black Only)</td>
<td>$71.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make checks payable to the Lesley College Alumni Association for the cost of the chair. Shipping charges have been included in this price.

All chairs will be delivered to Lesley College, and the purchaser will be notified of the delivery date so that arrangements may be made for pick-up. Indicate which chair(s) you are ordering.

Order Form for Lesley Chairs

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
Phone Number (home) __________ (work) __________
Type of chair: Captain's ($88.25) __________ Captain's ($85.75) __________ Boston Rocker __________

Please enclose check payable to Lesley College Alumni Association.

Update!

Please update my file to include these changes:

☐ Moving ☐ Marriage ☐ Birth ☐ Other

Name ____________________________ Class ____________________________

Address __________________________ Phone Number ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip ____________________________

Spouse's name and occupation ____________________________

If teaching, grade, school and community ____________________________

News (photos are welcomed) ____________________________

☐ I am interested in working with the Alumni Association and would like to be contacted.

Please return to the Alumni Office, Lesley College, 29 Everett Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238.
Reunion '79 promises to be one of the most exciting in Lesley's history under the direction of Co-chairpersons Mary Grassi, '74, and Pamela Caragianes Christodoulo, '74. Honored classes are those in years ending in "4" and "9". Keep the dates of June 1 and 2 open and make plans to join us then.